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The Downlist Requirement Integrated Verification and Evaluation


(DRIVE) program is used to compare existing telemetry downlist


files with updated navigation downlist requirements. The down­

list files contain records of variables used in the Orbiter


onboard computer that will be transmitted to the ground


tracking stations. The program is used to verify that the


required variables are available in the downlist files and then


compare their characteristics against the required characteristics.


The comparisons verify that the variables are present in the


proper Orbiter flight phases or operational sequences (OPS) of


the Orbiter flights. The sequences verified are return-to-launch


site (RTLS), onorbit, entry, onorbit checkout, ascent backup and


entry backup. In each of the sequences, the Master Measurement


List (MML) number is compared to the navigation downlist-require­

ment file to determine whether the variable is present in one or


more sequences. The nomenclature and user code are compared and








All parts of the record are then compared. A search code is


printed to reflect any combinations of the following: MATCH,


NFXX, LETTER, RATE, or DESCRP. The MATCH code indicates that the


data in both files agree. The NFXX code indicates that the MML








a letter discrepancy in the MML number. The RATE code indicates


a rate discrepancy. The DESCRP code indicates a description


discrepancy. The program is designed so that each discrepancy








This document is composed of three sections and two appendixes.


Section 1.0 presents an overview of the document and the program.


Section 2.0 describes the program design and also contains the


detailed program description. Section 3.0 is the Users Guide.
 

Appendix A contains the output from the DRIVE program. Appendix








The navigation downlist file is a conversational data file oper­

ating in the demand mode from a Hazeltine 2000 terminal. The user
 

can change any attribute on any record, insert new records, delete


any record, and move records from the navigation downlist require­

ment files to nonrequirement files. The navigatipn downlist


requirement files are loaded into mass storage by using the text
 

edit mode of the demand terminal.
 

The OPS data tape files also operate in the demand mode from a


Hazeltine 2000 terminal. The user can change an attribute on any


record, insert new records, delete, and move records. Initially


the OPS data tape files are loaded into mass storage by reading














The data from the OPS tape is supplied on a 9-track, 800-bpi


tape in the.Expanded Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code


(EBCDIC)' character set. The tape is converted from a nine­

track to a seven-track Binary.Coded Decimal (BCD) character


set in order to use it in the EXEC 8 processor of the UNIVAC


1100 system. JSC Form 430 (fig. 2-1) is used to request tape


conversion. The form is completed (in duplicate) and submitted


to the JSC Work Control office located in Building 12. After


the tapes are converted to a seven-track tape, a program is


used to read, write, and copy the needed files into mass storage









REQUEST FOR PERIPHERAL PROCESSING 
('S~detr in dnxpI ''''d(SW-i ..INif 
%.I
pI'OOAAI 4 R b A .U....IJ tU~hIE b . .4 j ~ . J'.. - . . M ' ,. i OJ . IA TA 
SAMI CRAIAM~k -YS& FA4 5 J [AlS69 
I TRACKS P PRINT CARD TO TAPE 
no. I U- U - - -10 

REEL oo
BI O., F e 

D£1S MOD E rtr 1 9 p BCDO SCS I CONVENTSNUMBER NW/BER T I 

___c_ 8c -1 _ ___­
11800 c 0C1/ v 
El PUNC Ej _ PRINTERCDV z 
4020 [-1n PLOTTER~ocxR-TR 1 dd-B CAL COM EAI; XYLISIIELM
CARD FORM FILMA F -ME-EN 

E] STANOIRO 
 02 03 04 05 ZEROSO TC 
'.0. OF CARDS [] SPECIAL SIZE IN a.o E'S. TOA.U-R

LBE SAR bETTING 
FORM Y SCTTI'.GSIZE PAPER 
00 or 02 
GEEK O a x n a CR 





NO. OF PAGES 
PROGRAMMER INSTRUCTIO.S, OPERATOR COMME TS.


ICop9 4Vowam ci- t-cIc1 EcOeac +o 
7- ,c,-QC eco f ; 






)SC Form 430 (Raw JEl 68) RASA-JSC


Figure 2-1. - Peripheral request form. 
2-2 
The runstream and program listing illustrated in figures 2-2



















































































































































































EN0 OF COMPILATIONr" 
 
READ THC SECOND LOADING TAPE FROM IBM TO MY SECURE 


















CALL NTPAN(1 2,284 CL,22)

IF( L .EQ. )GO TO 6











00 10 K 0 ,5
 

KL = K 6 






KM = KM1 + 6 

CONTINUE 






l0 10 = 1 ,10






 .CQ. O)WRXTE(10,5) (VC(KM), KM = ,V2)
TF(:KJU"F' 
 .EO. I)WRTTE IIb) (KC(K-) , KM z M ,M2I 
Ir(KJUVP 
 . C. 2)kRITC(12,b)('C(K M), KM = Mi1P.2)
IF(KJU'IP . . q )WRITE 13, 5)(VC(KM), KM = Mi V2) 
vI= M I + 170

CONTINUE 
GO TO 4 










FOQMAT I I 

KdJUMP K'JUMP + i 























The navigation downlist requirement data is stored in the data








This file and element name contains all the operational phases


of telemetry data for flight one requirements.








File and element Contents 
FM8-A26082*OFTDWL.SOPS21 The predefined RTLS telemetry data. 
FM8-A26082*OFTDWL.SOPS22 The predefined onorbit telemetry 
data. 
FM8LA26082*OFTDWL.SOPS23 The Dredefined entry telemetry data. 





The sorting process for the data files must be performed before


the user can utilize the DRIVE program. The files to be sorted


are loaded into a system data file. The system data file is


separate and cannot be broken into elements. The output file


is also a system data file. Both files must be temporarily


cataloged before the sort is executed. To catalog a temporary

















@DATA,I (same filename as above).


No element name can be used in a system data filename. The data


files from mass storage are inserted after the DATA record and


an @END record follows the data file. An @ADD execution is used


to copy a subset element into a DATA file for sorting. A com­

plete sorting process is as -follows:


@RUN, (options and runid).


@ASG,A (your secure filename).


@ASG,T (temporary input filename),

































IN Is the name of the input file.


OUT Is the name of the output file.




















SCHAR Integer giving the leftmost character position of 
this key field within the record (characters 
numbered left to right starting at 1). 
NCHAR Integer giving number of characters in key field.














The processor call record can be continued like any other EXEC-8 
control record by placing a ';' after a ',' on the first record 
and starting the next key descriptor on the following record. 





The DRIVE program is designed with the output measurement numbers


in ascending order. Input is sorted with a system utility program


called @E*B,SORTSDF. The DRIVE program can only be utilized if


the input measurement numbers are in ascending order.


The DRIVE program is a structured program utilizing READ, REREAD,


WRITE, and-ENDFILE. READ and REREAD are used to control program


inputs while WRITE and ENDFILE are used for output control. The


program is designed with a single-entry point, a single-exit








The output format is designed'so that the heading information


gives the operational phase being utilized, MML number, nomen­

clature, usage code, comments, and the phase of operation for














Two assumptions are made for this runstream description.


a. 	 The use is familiar with the sign-on and operatinf procedures


of the Hazeltine 2000 demand terminal.
 

b. 	 The current version of the absolute element of the DRIVE








Table 3-I illustrates a program execution utilizing the DATA


files as input. Each control statement is discussed in detail.


The '@' symbol is used as the first character in each control


statement and is equivalent to a 7 over 8 multipunch on a key­

punch machine. This is the character used by the UNIVAC 1110


series computers to signify that the statement is a control


statement and not a program or data statement. A start run file


can be used to start the DRIVE procfram from a terminal. The RUN











The first card in any runstream is the RUN card. The first


parameter 'R/T' indicates a daytime run with proqram termination


after maximum allocated time. The third parameter '175SG,' after


RUN indicates the run identification. The next parameter 'FM8/









































11. @USE 8., TAPEA.


12. @USE 9., TAPEB.


13. @USE 11., TAPEC.


14. @USE 13., TAPED.







































































identification. '5' indicates the maximum time allocated for


program execution. The user fills in the run identification,











Cards 2 through 8 assign the files to the run. The 'A' on


cards 2 through 4 indicates that UPDDLT, SDWNLT, and OFTDWL have


been previously cataloged. The 'T' on cards 5 through 10 in­







Cards 11 through 15 assign a shortened form of the file names








After initiating the run and .assigning the secure disk files,


cards 16 through 30 add data to the DATA files.


Card 31 compiles the program. The MAP and EXECUTE cards (32


through 35) execute the program. After normal program exit,







3.3 OUTPUT DATA FORMAT


The heading information listed in the output data format gives
 

the operational phase being utilized and lists the MML number,


nomenclature, usage code, comments, and the frame and rate of the


MML number. The heading output is illustrated in figure 3-1.


Output column Contents 
MML NO. MML numbers for each downlist 
variable 
NOMENCLATURE Complete nomenclature for each 
variable 












FORMAT 	 If the MML number matches the


K 21 R 	 launch and RTLS MML number, the








K - represents the frame


O - represents 64 frame








R - represents the output rate


FORMAT 	 If the MML number matches the


K 22 R 	 On-Orbit MML number, the frame








FORMAT 	 If the MML number matches the


K 23 R 	 Entry MML number, the frame and
 








Output column Contents 
FORMAT 
K 32 R 
If the MML number matches the 
onorbit checkout MML number, 
the frame and rate are printed; 
otherwise a zero. 
FORMAT 
K 12 R 
If the MML number matches the 
Ascent Backup MML number, the 
frame and rate are printed; 
otherwise a zero. 
FORMAT 
K 13 R 
If the MML number matches the 
Entry Backup MML number, the 
frame and rate are printed; 
otherwise a zero. 
S/CODE If theMML numbers match a 
code is printed. 
MATCH - Everything agrees be­
tween the files. 
-If there is a discrepancy with 
the comparison, a combination of 
codes could be printed. 
LETTER - An error is found in the 
letter part of the MML 
number. 
RATE - A rate number is in error. 
DESCRP - The description of the 
variable is in error. 
NF XX - The MML number is not 






PDATE. 040479 ._-PAGE 

DRIVE----. COMPARING ROCKWELL LOADING TAPE DATE 12-22-78
PN VP707060023501R
OFT DOWNLIST REQUIREHENTS 
 
DBFN M2X455 REPORT NO MML-ML-OO PAGE. _1











 FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT
U/C COMMENTS




















WRITE represents the control statement 
6 represents the unit number (line printer) 
617 represents the format number to use 
FILE represents the variable name the MML number is 
stored in. 
FNOMN represents the variable name the nomenclature is 
stored in. 
CODE represents the variable name-the usage code is 
stored in. 
HALN represents the variable name the comment is stored in. 
KBSF 
KBSFI represents the variable names the rate frame is 
KBSF2 stored in. 
KBSF3 
RATEF} 
RATE1 represents the variable names the rate is stored 
RATE2 in. 
RATE3 
SCl represents the variable name the search code is 
stored in. 






MML NO. NOMENCLATURE U/C COMMENTS FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT S/CODE 
K 21 R K 22 R K 23-R *K 32 R K 12 Rf K 13 R


V7IXS02IBZi 'i FAIL......... NO BO P . O .RACKER0 0 1.0 ...0 " I.aO 0­ .0 PATChr 
V71X5023B -Z ST TRANSMISSION ERROR WI1 B2 P 
V7 XS 4B -Z ST SHUTTER CLOSED W0 83 aSS(1)
V71XS025B -Z ST SELF-TEST .. ... W1 S4 . 
V71x50268 -Z ST STAR PRESENT WDI B4 B STAR -PRES(I) 
VTIXS027B -Z i HV RANGE MS8 WDI 86 P 
VT1X5028B -Z S HV RANGE LSB Vo0 B7 P 
V71MS040P -Z ST HORT DA'TA + STATUSWO2 P HOR-ANG(l -..... 
V7XSDS3B -Z ST BIT COUNT ERROR W02BI2 P 
V71XS0549 -Z ST MANCHESTER NON-VALIO W02B13 P 
V71SO6oP Z ST VERTICAL DATA 4 STATUS WO3 P VERT-ANG(I)
VTIXSOS-z ST POWER SUPPLY FAIL W03 814 P .. 
VTIXSOT5 B -Z ST BRT OBJECT ALERT EV W3 B15 P 
VTIH5320P -Z ST OHAND WORD B 
V7IXS5 B -Y ST RACKER FAIL Vol 80 P 
V7 X55 8 -Y ST TRANSMISSION ERROR .. 01 B2 P ... 
V71XS524B -Y ST SHUTTER CLOSED Wo1 83 8 SHUT-CLOS(2)
V71XSSSB -Y ST SELF TEST ENGAGED Vol 84 B T-S(21
V71XS5268 -Y ST STAR PRESENT Vo0 S5 B STAR-PRESIZI 
VT1XSS27B -Y ST HV RANGE SB Vo....0B6 P 
VT1X552BB -Y ST HV RANGE LSB WD 87 P 
V7 85540P -Y ST HORIZONTAL DATA + STATUS W02 P HOR-ANG(2) 
V71X55538 -Y ST BIT COUNT ERROR WD2812 P 
V71xS5548 -Y ST MANCHESTER NON VALID WD2BI3 P ........-.. 
V71HS560P -Y ST VERTICAL DATA 4 STATUS WD3 P VERT-ANGIZI 
V71XS575B -Y ST POWER SUPPLY FAIL WD3 814 P 
V7IXSST6B -Y ST BRT OBJECT ALERT EV W03 BI P 
V7I5BOP -Y ST COMMAND WORD B 
V72H090C LH ADI ROLL SINE POSITION B ROLLSINE(I)
V72H39 IC LH ADI ROLL COSINE POSITION 8 ROLL COS (1) 
V72H0912C LH ADI PITCH SINE POSITION 8 PTCHINEt 1)
V72H913C LH AOI PITCH COSINE POSITION -.- B PTCHCOS (1) ... 
V72110914C LH AD YAW SINE POSITION B YAWSINE ()
V72H0915F LH ADI YAW COSINE POSITION B YAWCOS (1)
V72R0916C LH ADI ROLL RATE P 
V72R9DI7C LH ADI PITCH RATE P 
V72RO918C LH 'ADI YAW RATE P 
V72HID10C RH ADI ROLL SINE POSITION B ROLL SINEI}
VTZHIOIIC RH ADI ROLL COSINE POSITION B ROLL COS (2) 
V?2H1012C RH ADI PITCH SINE POSITION 8 PTCHSINE(2) 
V72HI013C RH ADI PITCH COSINE POSITION B PTCHCOS (2)
V72HIOI4C PH AD YAW SINE POSITION B YAWSINE 121 
V7 IHIISC RH ADI YAW COSINE POSITION YAWCOS (2)
V72HIIIOC AFT AOI ROLL SINE POSITION ROLLSINE( 3) 
V72H111C AFT ADI PITCH SINE POSITION B ROLLCOS (31 
V72HII12C AFT ADI YAW SINE POSITION B PTCHSINE(3)
V72HIII C AFT ADI ROLL COSINE POSITION B PTCHCOS (3




















































.0 0 1: 0 
.0 0 1.0 0 
.0 - 0 1.O.._ 0 
.0 0 1.0 0
.0 0 1.0 0 
.0 0 1.0 0 
.0 0 5.0 0 
.0 0 5.0 0 
.0 0 S.0 a 
.0 0 5.0 0 
0 0 5.0 0 
.0 0 5.0 0 
.0 0 .0 0 
.0 0 1.0 0 
.. 0 1.0 0 
.0 0 1.0 0 
.0 0 1.0 0 
.0 0 .0 0 
.0..0 1.0 0 
.0 0 1.0 0 
.0 0 5.0 0 
.0 0 5.0 0 
. .0 - 0 5.0 .0 
.0 0 5.0 0 
.0 0 5.0 0 
.0 0 5.0 0 
.0 0 .0 0 
1.0 1 1.0 1 
1.0 1 1.0" 1 
1.0 1 1.0 1 
1.0 1 1.0 1 
1.0 1 1.0 1 
1.0 1.0 1 
.0 u .0 1 
.0 0 .0 1 
.0 a .0 1 
I. 0 1.0 0 
1.0 0 1.0 0 
1.0 0 1.0 0 
1.0 0 1.0 0 
1.0 0 1.0 0 
1.0 0 1.0 0 
.0 1 1.0 0 
.0 1 1.0 0 
.0 1 1.0 0 
.0 1 1.0 0 
.0 1 .0 0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.O....... .0 
1.0 0 .01.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 -0 ...D0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 -0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 ) .0 
1.0 *O....0 
1.0 0 .0/.
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0O 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 .0 ..0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 
1.0 12 .0 
1.0 1 1.0 
1.0 1 1.0 
1.0 1 1.0 
1.0 1 1.0 
1.0 1 1.0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 1.0 
1.0 0 1.0 
1.0 0 1.0 
1.0 0 1.0 
1.0 0 1.0 
1.0 0 1.0 
.0 1 1.0­
.0 1 1.0 
.0 1 1.0 
.0 1 1.0 





















































Xt Figure 3-2.- Output from the DRIVE program. 
V9502z2C UPP ACCUM DCLV 
V9SHfltllC PREDICTED STATE VECTOR 
PR rSTATE VCC Ins 
1B, 1 CPREBITL STAB T 




RE- r-I AL) 
























V9SHP8I5C PREDICTED STATE VECTOR 
V95HtUI6C' PREDICTED STATE VLCTORVQS9 84k4C I HL OF pREDICIED VECTOR 
1 1ECOVHLWOa4 C T HL OF PEDIC ED VEC OR 
V9bX%7,X IMU DELIA V USE FLAU 
v95K1 ADS CORRECTED P ESSuRE ALTITUOC; pj jj C,.4C OyNAMIC PRESSURE 
u V-PRED-FINALI2)
B V.PRCU-F1NALt)b T-FRLDICT-IN AL 
T-PREC1C-FINAL 























0 .o0 . 
0 















VY9531112 p LSUpEHALTITUE DATA GOOD FLAG 
v9SA3IX12 AUS KACH JUMP FLAGV3 J4 I} A~ 1UfBg h0-
V95J4929C -Z ST STATUS INDICTION 
V9SJ493UC -Y ST STATUS INOICTION 
V95J4960C -z ST OUTPUT DELTA ANGLL 
V9SJ4960C -Z ST OUTPUT GELTA ANULL 
V95J4960C -Z ST OUTPUT DELTA ANGLE 
V9SJ4961C -Y ST OUTPUT DELTA ANIGLL 
y9SJ4961C -Y ST OUTPUT DELTA ANGLE 
V95J4961C -Y ST OUTPUT DELTA ANGLE 


















































































































DRIVE - COMPARING SECON D L0AfINs TAPE FPoM IbM DATE 032079 PAGE 16 
OFT DOiLIST REQUIREMENTS PN VP70Too2350IR DATE 12-22-78 
DOWNLIST FORMAT Zl 22 23 32 12 13 OBFN M2X455 REPORT NO HML-ML-80 0 PAGE I


LAUNCH-RTLS*ON-OrAITENTAY4*FLIOHT/CNTNOL*ASCENT BACKUP*ENTRY BACKUP 
MML NO. 














ND3 B 8 SHUT-CLOS(1)1.0 b1h 0 ST-STI 1 ) 
FORMAT 
K 21 R 
.0 
0 .0 
U :0U .0 
FORMAT 








a a.0U 1.0 
FORMAT 




K 12 R 
FORMAT 





V7 ~j1 SIA fjRESC o 02 B STAR -RES : 0 1.0 0 1.00 8 MATCH 
VlllSou4P -Z ST MORT DATA + STATUS 1 P P AU
VT15S3P I HOR-ANGII)vTlxSCS -Z-Z ST GIT COUN ERROR W02B12 PP 
v71XSQ54Ri -Z S IANCHEST ER NO1N-VALID W0zlsPuVTIS5J6CP -, S2T4CAL DATA * STATUS ?3 P VERT-ANG(1) VTIXS57SBP -z SMAN C T LERT VD RH031 P 
V7 1X507SU -Z ST Ph PPY FAIL qD 8 4 p0V7XS6 25 RTMOBJECT ALERT EV w03 815 P 




















1.0:0, 3 0 
.1 0 00 A 










- s TRACKER FAIL 
V- x -Y ST TRANSMISSIO1 ERROR 
V-Y T SEL TET N GEDV71X5526e -Y ST STAR PRESENT 
Idil BO P 
01, 8z P 














V71X527D -Y ST HV RANbE MSU 0 3Bp
VIXSS2o -Y ST HV RANGE LSC 101 q7 PVIIiSS14;P -Y ST HORIZONTAL DATA + STATUS 142 P ORANG(2)VTlxSSS38 -Y ST BIT COUNT ERROR. W02,12 P 
VT1x55S8 -Y ST MANCHESTER NON VALID W028 3 PV711556uP 
-Y ST VERTICAL DATA + STATUS W03 P VERT-ANGC2)VTIXS57SB 
-Y Sl POWCR SUPPLY FAIL 1D3 B14 PV71Xs57LP -Y S BRT OBJECT ALERT EV 6D3 B15 P 
V71I2CP -Y ST COMMAND WOD 8 
V72HC91GC LH ADI ROLL SINE POSITION B ROLLSINE(1)V72140911C LII ADl ROLL COSINE POSITION B ROLLcOSI() 
V7211P912C LH AOI PITCH SINE POSITION b PTCHSINE(1)V72fl,913C LH ADI PITCH COSINE POSITON B PT CHCOS-V72H914C CSIE POSITION B yAWSINC ilI 
V72HO91glS Ant YAW~OSINE POSITION yACOS (
VT2Rr9f C LH ADI ROLL RATE P 
V72R.917C LH ADI PITCH RATE P 
V72PC I8C LH ADI YAW RATE p
V72HICICC RH ALI ROLL SINE POSITION B ROLLSINE (2)
V72HIIC RH AOI ROLL COSINE POSITION B ROLLCOS B OLO 
V72HIL12C RH ADI PITCH SINE POSITION B PTCHSINE42)V72H1;IIS PH An! PITCH COSINE POSITION B PTCHCOS 12)
VTHI , PH Al Y 6 SINE POSIT ION 2
V74H1,15CRH AT YAW CO YAWCSC 2)VT2HIIIPC AFT AD CROLL SINE POSITION S ()0AD O L     ROLLSINF(3} 
U. O 1.O 0 ..UAICH 
0 .O 8 1:8 8 [3 0 .08:0 .0AT1H 
0 . a 1.o0 O .0 
0 .0 0 5.0 0 1.0 0 .0GG .0 0 5.0 1.0 a .0U .0 0 5.0 U1.0 0 
0 .i 
8 !q 0 5.0 0 1.0 
1 1.0 1 1.0 1 1.0 1 .0 
1 1.0 1 1.01 1.0 a 
1 1.0 1.0 1 1.0 
1 1.0 1 1.0 1 1:u 1 0 
1 1.0 1 1 1 
0 .0 U 1.0 1 1. 0 .ATCH 
.0 1 . .0ATH 
. 0 .0 1 1.0 0 . 
0 1. O0 l 1.0 0 1.0 
a)0 1.0 0 1.0 0 1.n a 1.01.0 a I 
0 1.0 a 1.0 0 1.0 0 1Ub 1o 0 1.0 01.0 01.0 
1. 1.0 0 1.0 




















V72HIIIIC AFT ADI PITCH SINE POSITION 
V72H112C AFT AOI YAW SINE POSITIOhV7H3J F
VTZH1IIC AFT fl ROLL COSIJE POSITION 
VHi4 C r I PIT H COSNE POSITION 
PTCHSINE 3)PTHIE 
8 PTCHCOS 43 



























DRIVE - COMPARING SECOND LOADING TAPE FROm, IM DATE 032079 PAGE I? 
PHL NO. NOMENCLATURE U/C COMMENTS FORMAT FOR IMAT FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT S/CODE 
K 21 P K 22R K 23 R K 32 R K 12 R K 13 R 
VT2HI115C AFT ADI YAW COSINE POSITION 
V72KZOISX LH Aol ATTITUUE SLL-II.FRTIAL 
3 
u 






































VT2K2065X RH AOl ATTITUDE SEL-INERTIAL 0 0 .0 0 .0 0 1.a 0 .0 MATCH 
V72K206 X PH AUX ATTITUDE SLE-LVVLH u * .0 0 0 ATCH 
2K0 X RP Aol ATTITUGf 





















V74KO174x rAOARI ALT NO 1-TEST 
V74X 182X PADAR ALT NO 2 LOCK-ON 
V74 OK e4X PADAR AT NO -TC ST 
NOBL2-0Soll1U Y~
V74X1C41" NU) 1 AZIVUTH VALIDITY 
Y? F1 UP HS6LS ELLVATI RNVT4X133t I E j NO 1 E ION TEST 
V7'X1U34 MSBLS NO ELEVATION VALIDITY 
Vy M 1u5P PSrLS NO IR TH WRA 







b MSb LV )8 MSBELVSTb3I1I 

































































V74I 1,hP IiSbLS NoV74XI1130 MSBLS N0 
1 RANGE VALIDITY 
Z AZIMUTH W0RO
2 AZIMUTH TEST 
aMSaRqrrnrc (130





















f1'IH1I3uPV V0.14X1 1 3B 
MSbLS NO 2 AZIMUTH VALIDITY 














*:01, 054 0; ' 
MATCH 
MATCHMATCHAC 
v74X1134tl 1SBLS NO 2 ELEVATION VALIDITY b MSBELEVD(2) 0 .0 0 .0 0 1.0 a .0 MATCH 
I VM4HII5 P HS8LS NO 2 RANCL wORD 
VT4XI153 HSBLS NO 2 RANGE TESTVThI24XISIP B S 3 VRANTALIITY 
V7I4,M121OPe 2Z EVjT WOTD 
-4X PLS 3 A INUTH TrST
v74x)f43U HS(LS NO 3 AZIMUTH VALIDITY 
I7MZU'SBLS NO 3 ELEVATION %tORD 
V74XI233B MSbLS NO 3 ELEVATION TEST 
VT'X123qE 'S'bLS NO 3 ELEVATION VALIDITY 
V74HI25P 1ISHLS NO 3 RANGE wORO 
V74xIz53e PSLS IJO 3 RANGE TEST 
V74XI254B K'MBLS NO 3 RANGE VALIDITY 























































































































74M1530P TACAN 1 BEARING wORo I WD B TACBEARA(1) 
74mH 5 3 1 p TACAN I PEARING WORD 2 WO B 
V74H1534B TACAN I.BEARING/STATUS WDB01-02 B TACBEARDGII 1 
VTtJISZ6P( TACAN I BEARING SELF IESTWO2BO4-07 B 
V714M! P TACAN I RANGE WO~R 101 DI bTACRANGBA|)10 


























































2 BEARING WORD I 
2 BEARING WORD 2 
WDI 
WD2 














V74H 6 4B TACAN 
V4J1b36B TACAN 
VT4MI650P TACAN 
2EARING/STAUS WD18 1O2 Bo TACBEAROG(Z) 





















V4MI651P TACAN 2 RANGE WORD 2 W02 B TACRANGB(2) 0 1.0 a .0 1 1.01 0 .ATCH 
DRIVE - COMPARING SECOND LOAUING TAPE FP(h IbM 
MML 	 NO. NOMCNCLATURE U/C CCtMENTS 
 
V74JI65211 TACAN 2 RANGE STATUS 10DIE4q-3i B TACRANGD,2) 
 
VTJIbSto5 TACAN 2 RANG S-L[ rTEST .D0BG4-O7 b 
 
VT'4M71uP TACAN NO 3 CONTROL WORD AUTO B 
V74MI73P TACAN 3 GEARING WORD DhO1B TACBEARA(31 
V7qMI731P TACAN 3 GEARING WORD WhDZ

V74HI734E TACAN 3 BEARING/STATUS WDb6DIBOI-D2 B TACBEARDG(3)
4
V74JI7360 TACAN 3 BEARINC. SLLF TESTwD280 -07 Is 
 
V74MIP TACAN 3 flNGE WOR-I 
 
V74HIP TACAN 3 RANGE V
V74J1752h TACAN 3 RANGE STATUS
V74Dj$3O-O T TU 
V7'd175b8 EACAN 3 RANGE SELF TEST WDO V74M1SDIP LADAR ALT NO 1 PARENT WORD 
 
V "P RArLT N 2 PARENT WORD 
VUR I OLL RAT 
 
V79PR 0 3C RGA 1 PITCH RATE 
 
v79RI832C pGA 1 yAW RATE 
 
vT9R1835C PGA 2 ROLL RATE 
 
V79RI836C RGA 2 PITCH RATER9O1, LAR^6 G OViQrc 16 7 PGA 3YA~L~~v 9I 71 , GA ROW RJE 
V79ff184IC FGA 3 PITCH RATE 
V7 9HI'4 2 C PGA 3 yAW RATE 
V79A2C4tjC ACCEL ASSY 1 LAT ACCCL 
V79A22IXC ACCEL ASSY I NORM ACCEL 
V79A2LAiC ACCEL ASSY 2 LAT ACCEL 
 
v79A2W44C ACCEL ASSy 2 NORM ACCEL 
 
V79A24bC ACCEL ASSY 3 LAT ACCEL 
 
w v79A2l'TC ACCLL ASSy 3 NORM ACCLL 
 
V79APC4SC ACCEL ASSY 4 LAT ACCEL 
 















































V9CHDZ2IC TACAN AZIMUTH IEASUREMENTRESIDUAL B DISP-DELI)
V90XO2I3x TACAN AZ UISPLAY EDIT HIST IND R 
 
V9OHC214C TAC RANGE MEASUREMENT RESIDUAL B DISP-DELC(2) 
 
V9UXOZISX 
 7ACAN RANGE DI PLAY EDIT HIST IND R.12 
V~oU c1C ACAN AZ RESI0 RA IO B s -0 
 
V9OUfZI'C IAC RNG RESID RATIO B DISP-SIG(2) 
 
V90XO01X GAPOALTITUDE 	 MEASUREMENT RESIDUAL





V90Uo222C GAROALT RESID PATIO 	 B DISP-SIGt3) 
 
V9LXO223X bARoALj DISPLAY EDIT HIST IND R 
VOUO2ZI r S;,L NE MEASUREMENT REsIDUAL B DISP-DL 
V9Ur =zC PSBLS ELEV MEASUREHENT R SjDUAL B DIS -DLLOf6 
V U 3 MSBLS AlIM MEASURERI NT RES DUA g
93XU03X 	 FLAG INO MLS UArA BEING PROCESSED O-I.L-NAV 
V9UHrZ35C LL X-CuIIP OF UPDATED POS VCTR RST P R-RESET I)

RST P R-RESET4) 
V90 0- L 2-COMP F U Q PU CTR P P 
V9DLIH? C SEL X-COMP OF UPDATED VEL VCTR PST P V-HE'ElI} 
V9ILO24uC SEL Y-CONP OF UPDATED VEt 'VCTR RST P V-RESET(c) 
V91L02 lC SEL Z-COHP OF UPDATED VEL VCTR RST P V-RESET(3) 
 
V90J024 C COUNTEP-MLS MEAS BEING PROCESSED B MLS-MARK-NUM 
 
V9OX0S37X THREE-STATE FLAG ON/OFF b NAV-THREL-STATE 
 
V X FLAO 0OUS IMU ACEUM VEL OR NOT B USE-IMU-CATA 




K 21 q K 22 R 
 
0 1.0 0 .0 
c 1.0 0 .0 
0 	 .: 	 0 . 





0 l a 1.0 
*

0 1. .O 
 
U 1. :80 
 

















G 	 .0 	 0 .0 
 
0 a .0 
a u .2 2 . 
0 	 .0 	 0 0 
L; 	 .0 	 0 .a0 
U 	 .0 	 0 .0 
 
U 	 .J 	 0 .0 
 
.0 0 	 .0 
u O .0 
 
a 	 .0 	 0 .0 
U 	 .1 	 0 .0 
0 	 . 0 .0 
 
.0 0 .0 
 
D.0 	 .0
U 1.0 	 0' .0 
 
0 1.0 	 a .0 
 
0 	 .0 
 
.0 0 	 .0 
 
0 1.0 	 0 .0 
 
.0
0 1.0n 	 0 *o 
 
DATE 032079 PAGE . 18 
FORMAT 
K 23 R 
FORMAT 
K 32 R 
FORMAT 
K 12 R 
FORMAT 
K 13 R 
S/CODE 














1 1-0 o 
 
1.0 0
1 1.0 0 
 
0 1.0 0 
 





0 25. 	 0 
 




U;u 1: 0n '.n a 
 
0 :0 	 0 


































U 2 . o * 	 HATCH









:0 1O 	 .


0 1.0 0 0 1.o 0 
 
.0 1 1.0 01:8 0 1. 0 
 
0 .0 8 :M :8 B 
d 1.0 ; 0 0 0 
0 	 .0 :800 0 
0 
. 0 	 .0 0 .0 U 
U 	 a* 	 0 
 
0 	 .0 	 U .0 U .0 0 
 









1 o 0 
 





1 l a 	 00 
 
1 1.0 	 0 
 
1 1.0 	 0 
 0 1.0 	 0 
 
0 1U 	 U 
 
0 1.0 	 0 
 
,0 0 	 AHA 
* 0O o MATCH 
.0 ;a r- MATCH 
.0 HATCH 

















.O 	 HATCH 
.0 MATCH 

































a .0 .0. 0 1.or 8 1:8 	 iHATCH


19 OtflF. - CCHPAPING SECOND LJAUING TAPE FqObI 16. DATE 0320T9 PAGE 
b 
. 
NML 140­ NO'ENCLAT~lh U/C COWMENTS 
v9cHrbeBC Y-CO.P or tILtLd CORR PUS !TATC 1 L N-FILT-ONE(?
V93HS89C Z-CUP UF FILTLd CUPP PUS STArE I b ?-FILT-ONE(3)V9nHS9jC r-COMP OF FILTER CURP PUS STATE 2 B R-FILT-T,0(
V91 lalbDlC "-CMP SF FILTER CORR POS SATE 2 8 R-FILT-Tl0 2 
H E - ; P% A 8 R:FILT:Tk3) 
ITCU3 b0RFILT-THRV90HO94C Y-COMP OF FILTER .CURE POS STATE 3 b R-FL T-THR[E(2)
V9)H0595C Z-CORP OF FILTER CURR POS STATE 3 u - LTTHP (3)
V9GOLOb39C X-COMP OF FILTER CURR VCL STATE I b V-FILT-ONE( 1)
V9OLOb4UC Y-COpP OF FILTER CURP VEL STATE I B V-FILT-ONEI?)
V90LOb41C Z-COMP OF FILTFR CURR VEL STATE 1 8 V-FILT-O NE(3)
V9tjEb' X-COMP OF FILT CPV STAT 2 V­ T-T0 0(V9 o.C Y-COMP OF FILTER CUBR VEL STAT 2 9 VrIL TtU 
V-cL64Or FILTER CORR VLL STATE 2 8 V-FTLT-TR )
V9 L 64C -COP OF FILTER CURR VEL STATE 2 a V-FILT-T R0( )0V90LOG4C Y-CUMP OF FILTER CURR VEL STATE 3 B V-FILT-T2P 2V93L067C Z-COMP OF FILTER cURR VEL STATE 3 e V-FILT-ThREE )
V90HO661C X-CORP PREDICTEU $HUTTLL POS ECTA B V-PREf-FINA(1)
V93HO68C Y-COMP PREDICTED SHUTTLC rOS VETR R-PR E-FINAL(2)
V90Hfl8A3C Z-COMP PREDICTED SHUTTLE POS VECTA B R-PRED-FINAL(3)
V9nL0OB65C X-COPP PPEDICTED SHUTTLE VEL VECTR u V-PRED-FINAL( )
V9OLO666C Y-CUVP PREDICTED SHUTTLL VEL VECTR 8 V-PRLD-FiNAL(2)
V91LNc7C 2-COMP PREDICTED SHUTTLE VEL VECTR 8 V-PREo-FINAL(31
V90U 1 CURRENT LANDING SITE SELECTED RUNWAY-N1AML 
VSOHZ2CIC LANK ANGLE o BANKV9li22ZuC BODY YAW ATTITUDE EULER ANGLE P 
V90U224bC P5Z-TO-HEASURED BODY UUAT EL I P O-B-1(1) 
VgU22y1 c 1-TO-H ASURF D B DY "UA ELE 2 P 0-B-IlVqUZ V :OMAUE boB UT EL 38-(4V9UWZA1CC u-~TO MOD SUATD TMV90H229C SIDESLIP ANGLE P BETA-N
Vgpw231CC MSO TO BOGY QUAT TIME P T-NOWV9UU2337C POLL MhbL WRT STRL HEM 1113 P 
V93U233bC ROLL GHBL WPT STBL HEM 1E23 p 
V9oU !9CRLOLL GMBL TWRTSTLH M1 3 P 
VTU JCROLL 8HdL WRT ST.L Mi 21J PV90U2341C POLL GHS! blT SrrL EMi 211 P 
V90U2342C PULL 0MBL WRT STBL HEM 212) P 
FCRMAT 






































































( 1 0 
0.0 

















































0 1,o0 .0 
0 .0 
0 .0 00 
0 .0 "n ; 
FORMAT 





































OU23450 ROLL GMB!L WRT STE; HEM 3C 1 
V90U2346C ROLL GMIL WRT STBL HEM 3E23 
v9OU2547C POLL CHbL IRT STOL MEN 3E33 
V9AU234bC POLL U1bL WRT STBL HEM 34J 
V9X2552X ImU DILEMMA INDICATOR 
V90X2555X ATTITUDe DATA GOOD FLAGVY9L2SS7C SEL TOTAL X VEL M50 
V9iIL2558C SEL TOTAL Y VEL MSO
V90L2559C SEL TOTAL Z VEL MSO 
V90J256CC SELECTED IMU'ID 
V L25C MA DBIFF I.U1-2V9 L2564C HAG DIFF I8 
V9OL2665C HAG 0IFF IM1 2-


































































































DRIVE - COMPARING SECOND LOADING TAPE FROM IBM DATE 032079 PAGE 20 
MML NO. NOMENCLATURE U/C C01M ENTS FOR1IA T 
h 21 R 
FORMAT 
K 22 R 
FORMAT 
K 23 R 
FORMAT 
K 32 R 
FORMAT 
K 12 R 
FORMAT 
K 13 R 
S/CODE 
Ut 
V9DL2567C IMU VEL THRESHOL)
V9 X26U1X IMU 1 FAIL 
V90X27O X IMU j FAIL 
V.3X 2 8 9,l IMu~ FAILV90H31U2, SELECTEDHSBL AZIMUTH-RAW 
V9OX3U03X NSBLS AZ MUTH DATA GOOD 
V9 X3o21X rSBLS AZ 1UTH CISAGREE V9I13J 2C SELECTEU MSBLS EL.VA ION-RAW 
V9OX3033X MSbLS ELLVATION DATA'GOOD 
V9IX3U35X MSBLS ELEVATION DISAGREE 
V9,1H362C SELECTED HSbLS RANGE-RAM 
V90X3LJ63X HSLLS ANUE DATA GOOD 
VAX3O6SX XSBLS RANC DISAGREE 
V9JXJp X .1SdLS I A OiUH FAIL 
V9uX36X MSBLS 1 ELEVATION FAIL 
V90x3td7X MSBLS I RANCE FAIL 
V9UX325X MSBLS 2 AZIMUTH FAIL 
V93x3236 x SBLS 2 ELEVATION FAIL 
V9OX3?'x PStLS 2 RANGE FAIL 
V9 x fx KIULS 3 AZIMUTH FAIL 
V9Ox33Oox SASL 3 ELEVATION FAIL 
V9 3A 3 31 7 X ISbL3 RAN E FAIL 
V93H359'C SELECTED BLARING DATA 
v9x359 x bLARING DATA GOOD 
V9mH3592C SELECTED RANGE DATA 
V93X3593X RANGE DATA GOOD 
V9flX36O3X TACAN BEARING DILEMMA FLAG 
V9OXZoO4X TACAN RANGE DILEMIIA FLAG 
V90X3oO6X TACA11 BEARING I FAIL 
V93x3b11X TACAN PANCE I FAIL 
V9.1X3?udx IACAE BEARING 2 FAIL 
V90X37IIX TACAN RANGE 2 FAIL 
V903xnBX TA AN R J Ng 3 FAIL 
VOOX3 X TALAN FAIL 
V9CH C C SELECTED HALT HEIGHT-RAW 
v9OX>jOX RALT HEIGHT DATA GOOD 
V9r.H 4n2C SELECTED LEFT RPTA CHD 
V90XPqZCX ADTA DILEMMA FLAG 
V9OXSCOIX ADTA I FAIL 
V9OXSGSIX rOTA 2 FAIL 
V90Xo0DIX ADTA 3 FA.IL 
V90X51 IX AUTA 4 FAIL 
V90R5301C SELECTED RGA ROLL RATE 
V9JRSJ21C SLLECTED RGA PITCH RATE 
V90R53"IC SCLECTED RGA YAw RATE 
V93A5361C SELECTED AA LATERAL ACCEL 
V9IAS381C SELECTED AA NOPMAL ACCEL 
V91x753X LH ADI ATTITUDE SELECT SW 
V9X7594X RH ADI ATTITUDE SELECT SW 




















B TAC BRO 
b 

























0 ,0 0 




0 . )00 .0 8 
.n 0 
0 0 
0 .n a 
0 0 
0 .0 0 
0 0 
0 .0 81
a .0 0 
0 .0 0 
0 .0 0 
a .0 0 
0 010a :81 .0 C 
U .0 0 
0 .0 0 
0 1.9 0 
a .0 0 
0 1.0 0 
0 .0 0 
u 1.0 0 
a 1.0 0 
1.0 a 
8 1:. 0 
0 la 0 
0 I. 0 
U 1.0 0 
0 1.0 0 
a .0 0 
0 .0 0 
0 .0 0 
8 .0 n 
0 .0 0 
0 .0 0 
1 5.0 0 
I 5.0 0 
1 5.0 0 
0 "Q 0 
0 *O 0 
0 *0 Q
0 u 






































0 1.8 8 aB1. 
110 0 a O 
1. .0MEC 0 1. . 
08 l: .ATCH 
0 1.0 B . 
0 1.0 0 .0 
0 1.0 0 .0 
0 1. 0 .0 
0 1.0 0 .0 
0 1.0 0 .0 
0 1.0 
0 1.0 a :8 
U 1.0 0 .0 
1.0 0 .0 
a 
1 
:a 0 *o 
D0 
Oj 1 .: 
.00 1.0 :8 
0 .ATCH 
Q 1: 0 .U 
0 1.0 0 .0 
0 1.0 a .0 
0 8 :M Q 1.0 0 .0 
u1.0 Q 0 
0 1.0 0 .0 
O1 0 0CH 
0 0ATH 
0 5.0 0 :8 
1 08 '5.:8 o 
0 1.0 0 .0 
0 1.0 O ,0. 
0 1.0 0 .0 
0 1.0 0 .0TMHAT 
0 1.0 0 
1 5.0 0 .0 
1 5.0 0 .0 
1 5.0 0 .0 
1 5.0 0 .0 
1 5.0 0 .0 
0 .0 0 1.0 
0 .0 0 1.0 












































V9OXT7T4X AFT AOI ATTITUDE SELECT SW 8 ATT-SEL-SWI3) 
V9OQ98001 C MAJOR MODE CODE B MM-CODE 
V91J64 2C COU14TER-TACAN HEAS BEING PROCESSED b TACAN-MARK-NUM 




































DRI V - CoMpARING Sf.LOND L&AUING 'TAPE FRUM I ," vATE 032079 PAGE 21 
s'HL 4o NONLNCLATtJNC 
V90J8844C COUNTER-DRAG MCAS BEINt PPOCFSSEDV9u83suC FLG IND TACAN DATA bE1NG &RGCESSEO 
V91Ue'47C FLAG AL4D URAG ALT 8EING PROCESSED 
v :Use4br KS$ASCMUVVg"UB a rC A S AP S C CHANN L ./MODEBH 
U/C CUMMENTS 
b 0 AG-sARK-rUMb D0-TACAI,-NAV 
B UO-DOiA6-hAV 
d (rORAG0­2ArO Av 
FORMAT 
K 21 R 




K 22 R 






o 1 0 
FQRMAT 
K3ZR 











VTACAN RANGE DATA 6000V$)J8864C DATA SNAP-TACAN LRU NuMBER 
V9'-X865X RADAR ALTIETER PnOCCSSING FLAG 
V9jojb867L DATA SNAP-SLLECTEU TACA,N RANGE 
V90.30 60 C DATA SNAP-SELECTED TACAN ROARING 
V P887 IL DATA SNAP-ADS CORR PR SSURE ALT 
V9 JS S C TAC R OPTICS HX/AZ-FIL ER FLAG 
V9 J8 I C b A,40 AL T/I R EI -F I L TE B F L AGJIoEO FLY9JSc62( CRAG ALI/RR DOT-FILTER FLAG
VyvJebbJC 'S6LS At/SHAFT RATE-FILTER FLAG 
V90JaO84C MSRLS R/THUN RATE-FILTE0 FLAGv YNTV9885C MS&LS EL -F ILTER FELAbV9 X2253X FFI TACANI/RA YPASS 
V91X2254X FF2 TACAN/RA bYPASS 
V912255X FF3 TACAH/pA BYPAS S 
V91X226IX FF ATA BYPAS 
V91X 262X F r2 ADTA BYPASS 
p
P 06 NLR-IDA-PROC 
b Q-TAC-R 
b Q-TAC-oRG
B -BA O 
FNS - bT(2) 
oS S UR - T 3 ) 
8 SENSOR-ELIT(
B SENSOR-EDITc 1 
E E8CB 14JOP- UITTl EITE (7)A-Fa 
B TAC- FII 
B TAC-CF ( C -
B 
B ATA-2-C HMM-FAULT 







































1 1 *0 .0 
1 1.0 
1 1.0 




























M A THATEO 
MATCH 
MATCH 







FF3 ADTA BYPASS 
FF4 A TA BYPASS 
B ATA--COMH-FAULT 











V91x227X FF1 HSBLS BYPASS B MSGLS-CFAV91X2271X Fr2 PSBLS BYPASS b MSBLS-CF{ I 
V91X227X FF3 6Y MSBLS-CF j
MU BYPA SrMFE2 B COHFAuLT-V0X2270X FF Ihu BYPASSC,-rc1 B C FAU 
V91X2275X FT MtHU( PASSEMFO - CullFAULT -3
V92.45 S bP DEU I DISPLAy I/Mr 
V92rS L6uP D0u 2 DISPLAY I /HF BPEU 3 l A 
V92H52167P 0E 3U BM _ 6 C PLAY IO/MF a 
CCU5BS4rCl LA IU/MF
V92 T672IP DEU R s POP 8AICH 
V92X67 2 X LEDU I SI TE S:AT P1 A LuL t.B 5V9X672.3x OCU 1 INITIALIZATION REQD 815 B 
V92A6724X D[u 1 ACK BID B 
V9ZU6,ZDC GEU I RESPONSE .D2 EKYSTPK 60 CNT) b
VJs2C DEU 1 PE SP ONSE KYSTRK 1-3 8C U RL SPOHSL 4 EXYSTRK 4-6) B 












































1. 0 .01 0 .0 
a 0aM0T.01.0ACH1.0 0 1.0 
20 1 10 
.01 0 1 1. 
: .0 1. 
1 1.0
.R 
: :1.0 11.8 
1.0 1 1.0 
1.0 1 10 
1.0 1 1.01.0 1 I.O 










v92J6740C DEU 1 RLSPONSE wOo EKYSTRK 10-123
V92J6744C DCU I RESPONSE 4D7 EIYSTRK 13-15)
V92J674EC ULU I RESPONSE aDS IKYSIRK 16-18)
V92J6752C DL U 1 RE SPONSE WD9 EKYS)r( 19-21)
V92J6756C DLU 1 RESPONSE W010 [hYSTRK 22-243 
V92J676CC DEU I RESPONSE D51 CKYSTRK 25-273 
V92J676T4C DEU I RESPONSE 6012 IKYSTRK 26-303 
V921i67&DP DLU 2 RESPONSE .01 CH-LAER3 




























































V92X678zX DEU 2 INITIALIZATION RIUD 
VVZU6TS4C ULU 2 RESPONSE EKYSInS 







1.0 1 1.0 11 
1.0 
1.01.0 1 1 1AT 1.0 
ATCH 
MATCH 
DRIVE - COMPARING SECOND LUAOING TAPE FRO1 IBM DATE 032079 PAGE 22 
MML NO. NO MENCLAT URE U/C CMMENTS FORMAT 
K 21 P 
FORMAT 
K 22 R 
FORMAT 
K 23 R 
FORMAT 
K 32 R 
FORMAT 
K 12 R 
FORMAT 
K 13 R 
S/CODE 
V92.J6792C DEU 2 RESPONSE 603 CKYSTRK 1-23 
V92J6796C DEU 2 RESPONSE 6b4 CIYSTPK '-63 B 
V92,J6800C DEU 2 RESPONSE WD5 KYSIRK 7-93 8V92d6d04C OEU 2 RE SPO1SE 6U6 [KYSTPK 13-122 F 
V9 2 C6803CDLU 2 PESPONSL WD7 CKYSTrK 13-153 6V9 26812C DEU 2 RESPONSE 608 EYSrPK 16-18 
V92J6616C OCU 2 RESPONSE D-9 CKYSTRK 19-213 a 
V92J662cC DEU 2 RESPONSE WiD10 CYSTRH 22-243 8 
V92,6S24C OLU 2 RESPONSE .411 CKYSTRX 25-27)3 t 
V92J62u OU 2 RESPONSE 6012 CKYSTRK 28-303 8 
V9 '.- 664411 D U 3 RLSPO1ISE WYOkCl-ItADER 2 BV9QX6b45X DEU 3 I,,ITIALIZA I ON ,CO) Ps 0 
V92X6bbX DEU 3 INITIALIZATION B15 L3 
V92X6847X DEui 3 ACK 810 BV92U6848 U 3 RE jNSS E WZ3 V SYIRK .D CNT] B v E U 3 RESPONSE .33 CYS IR 1-3 3 
V156CULUi REISPONSt o4 YSTIIK 4-63 8S92J6ij6§C DEU RESPONSE WO EKYSTRK I B 










1 1.F:1 1.0 
1 1.0 

















1 1.01 1 
1.0 
1 1.01 1.0 
1 1.0 1 1.01 l 1 1.0 
1 1 1 1 .0 
l.a 1 1.0 
1 l:8 1 1.0 
1 1 1. 
1 1.0 1 1.01 1.n I I 
1 1.0 1 1 
1 1.0 1 1.0 
11MAC 
1 1:8 1 .0 
10 : 1. 
1.0 .01 1.0 1 1.0 
1,0
:10 1­
1 1.0 I 1 8 


















V92J6372 E R' 3 POSRE .I8 EKY I h 16-1837 CSESOK8&Th 1921V9 2J68P C D EU 9 SD0t'SSE 2 O KYST h , 2 -2 3 B 
V92J6884C DEU 3 RESPONSE %0xI.hYSTRK 5-273 B
V9 J6b8bC DE1) 3 RESPONSE wDj2 CKYSTRK e0-30 B99286904P (CU 4 RESPONeS D ,HCAUCR 3 
99 X69nUX *4 IASTUAVALAI 6 BV9 X69aS.X I I ALZAII0NflEUD B 
V92X690:7X C'[U4 ACX BiVg9Uj6v6C DEU 4 RESpOE .S401 tEYSTRK WOT)C992J6912C IEU 4 RESPONSL WD KE YSTRl 1­ 3 81 
v992J6916C (LU 4 pESP ONSE .4 CKL y STRK 4-6 3 6j
V92 6920C IEU 4 HESPS01E 405 EKESsrn 7-9 2 
V9'J69 2 L0LU 4 RESPONSE w b [KIYSTRx 10-123 U 
99J6928C 0EU 4 RESPONSE W7 CXL YSTR 
992J6932C D[t ' PESPONiS .08 CXEYSTRK I e
V92j6936C DE) 4 RESPONSE WD9 CKEYSTRK 1-21 3 0 
1 'n 





















10.  1.0LX1::21.0 1EPO1:W 
l:8 1 1.01 1
1.0 1 1.6 
1:2 11:811.0IA1CH 
1.0 1 1.0 
1 00 
1.0 1 1.0 
1.0 
I 10 
1.0 t i:8 
1.0 1 1.0 
1.0 1 1.8 






















V92J694LC DEU4 RESPONSE ia10 EKEYSTRK 22-24) 8 
V92J6944C D[LI4 RESPONSE 1U1I EKEYSTRK 25-27) B 
V92j)6948C DEU4 RESPONSE [012 LKEYSTRK 26-303 B 
V97001C FSP MSG I MAJOR ID B 
V927uOaP FSP MSG I SOURCE/HINOR ID/MAJOR ID £ 
V92U7003C FSP MSG1 MINOR 10 [
V92u7TbL'qC FSP 8SG1 SOURCE GPC I BV92U7jO5C FSP MSGI SOURCE GPC 2 b 





































































FSP 1 SOURCE P1
V920 gFSP 8s5 SOURCE GPC 5 
V9Zt7jj9P FSP 85 TIME 
V92 73IO FSP MSOI TIME E SECH 
92 7 JIC FSP MSGI TIME S.5 HRH 
v927364X GPC I RUN MODE CHU 0102 
V92x7424X GPC 2 PUN MODE CHU 0102 
















































ORI VE -- COMPARING SECOND LOADIING TAPE p(;I: IL' DATE 032079 
 PAGE 23 







K Z2 R 
FORMAT 
 





K 12 R 
FORMAT 
K 	 13 R 
S/CODE

V9 X7SqqX CPC RUN MODE o 102 5. 
 0 .3 
 1 H0









V93 4421X MSkLS CBEOo 
V93X44;X MSB LS jUS CMD 
 
v93X44-x MSOLS DES CMO 
 
V'3X'435X AA I DES CMD 
 
V93X'443X AA 2 DES CHO 
 
V?3x447Xx I
9 X 37X AA 3 DES CHO


















































































































V93X4'47X AUTO-INHIBIT-FORCE SW FOR DRAG 
 
V93Xq51bx rOA 1 DES CHD 
V9 S41b' [GA 2 DUL CHO
V9Ab20A AU3 BES Clo 
 
V93X45 "X RCA 4 S C lio 
t9x4x ACTA I DES Clio 
V93X'I7ZX ATA 2 DES CMO 
V93x4STSX ADTA 3 DES CHO 
V93X4S7?X AUIA 4 DES CHO 
V93X6711X I!U I SEL/DES CMD 
V93X6712X IPU 2 SLL/UES CHO 
V93x6713X I;u 3 SEL/PES CHO 
V93A672aC IMU ALIGN-IMU I ACCEL CAL0 93A6721C ITU ALTN-TMU I ACCEL CAL 
A 	 U ALIUN-IMU 1 ACCEL CAL3 A3V2S IllU ALI .Jl:-U 2 APCCE CAL
VU2 It L1 ACE CAL 
3A672?C THU ALIGN-THU 2 A CLL CAL 
V93A673CC IU ALIGN-IMU 3 ACCEL CAL 
 
V93A6731C TIHU ALIGN-IMU 3 ACCEL CAL 
 
V93AE732C IHU ALIGNI-IMU 3 ACCLL CAL




















8 	 RGA-StC-: 
 
B RGA­ FC-4 
b 	 AD1ASFC-1 
B 	 AOTA-SFC-2 
 








6 	 DtLTKOY (1)

B 	B 	 DELTKOZ(iI)
DELTKO Ifl 











































































































































































































































V931I673uC IMU ALIN-THU I BYRO CAL 
 
V93H6737C IfU ALIGN-IHU I GYRO CAL 
V93H674CC IlU ALIGII-IU 2 GYRO CAL 
V93H67UIC IMU ALIUN-IMU 2 GYRO CAL 
V93H67q2C IU ALIGh-IMu 2 GyRO CAL 
V9311567T4C IMU ALI N-THU 3 GYno CAL 



















ALIGN-IKU GYRO CAL 
INPUT TRAN TIME TAG 
I 	 POWER ON 
I 	 SELLCT STATUS 
 
1 	 RLU NDANT RATE FAIL 
I VELOCITY LIMIT FAIL 
 












1 COMP PITH RES ANGLE 
 
1 COMP AZIMUTH RES ANGLE 
 
I COHP INNEN ROLL RES ANGLE 
 
































































































































































































































DRIVE - COMPAPIN G SECOND LOAUIIG TAPE FROM IBM DATE 032079 PAGE 2. 
MML NO. NOMENCL ATU1E U/C COMFEIJTS FORMAT N 21 P FORMAT K 22 R 
FORMAT 
K 2! R 
FORMAT 
K 32 R 
FORMAT 
K IZ R 
FORMAT 
K 13 R 
S/CODE 
'0 
V9SLOt165C THU I ACCUM SENSED CIIG ( VEL LGJ23 P VrLSU MtLX(I1) 
V95L(6 6C IHU I ACCU SENSLD Clb Y VUL !C';] P V'L UNMH'yAl) 
V9SLCOb7C Id 1 ACCUM SENbC CHc, Z VEL L115U) P VrLSUIMSL.ZI1) 
V95L'IS1C GNO REL VEL MAGNITUDE If, M5C SYS k RrL-VEL-MAG 
V9SAOI6UC DRAG DECEL R ACC-H 
V95H165C ALT TO REAR WHEELS/NAV GASLEENTRY) B ALT-KHLELS 
V9511O172C HEADING ERR WRT MAC TANGENT POINT k.OELAZ 
V9511017bC SHUJT ILE ALT AiOVE REF ELLIPSOID 6 ALI 
VOSHO176E RAN TO RUNWAY THRESHOLD VIA WPI R RNG-TO-R.-THRESH 
V7SUaI8C LIIFD5(RAG R LOD V9SHO1ISC X-COMP OF CURRENT SHUTTLE POS VCTR R R-AVGGC1) 
V95IIIIbC Y-COMP OF CURRENT SHUTTLE POS VCTR R R-AVG('I2) 
V95H11e7C Z-COMP OF CURRENT SHUTTLE POS VCTR R R-AVGG(Ii 
V9SLO19UC X-COMP CURRENT SHUTTLE VEL VCTR R V-AV6Gr)V?; 9 1 !,LI - pY-ElG O EO R NTCUd  U J  LVEL  5T v  bGG(q('vA) 
VT8[LF zH-1Om U UlHHs E LSV95.,000C TIME TAG ASSOC ITH CUR TTSTAE b I -T-STAL 
V95HO22oC 000hfANGE DISTANCE wRT RW B POSITION-WRT-RUN.Ay(1) 
v95HP221C CkUSSRANGE DISTANCE WRT RW B PO'ITION-WRT-RUNIAY(2) 
V95LO2SSC DOWNRANGE VLL WRT RW 8 VELOCITY-WRT-RUNWAYHi) 
V9SLn;56C CROSSRANE VEL WRT RW B VELOCITY-WRT-RUNWAYI2)
V95hMOb6C CUOut;U-I L FLT PATH ANGLE P FLT-PATH-ANG 
V9SLOGbSC EST ALTITUDE RATE H H-3OT ELLIPSOID 
V95XOZOSX EVENT LAMP TWO INDICATOR FLAG R EVENT-LAMP-FIVE 
V9SUCMS5C IHU I MISALIGN ANG AbOUT X-AXIS B XANG111 
V95UO5GbC IVu 2 PISALION A1G ABOUT X-AXIS 8 XANG(2) 
V95,i9b7C THU 3 MISALI G ANG ABOUT X-AXIS 6 XANO 1) 
V95UOD8bC IHU IISALIN ANG ABOUT Y-AX S B YANG 1 
V9SUP589E THU 2 I4.SALIGN ANG ABOUT Y-AXIS B YANG 12 
3 NSALIbN Allb ABOUT Y-AXIS B YANG(3 
V9 U991C IMU 1 VISALIGN AN , ABOUT Z-AXIS B ZANG (1) 
V9SUO59ZC IMU 2 HISALIGN AiG ABOUT Z-AXIS B ZANG(2) 
V95U593C IMu 3 PISALIGN ANG ABOUT Z-AXIS B ZAND(j) 
V9SXIt2LX INU 2 POWER ON B PWR-ON(2) 
V9SXIOZIX IMU 2 SELECT STATUS X IMU-2-SEL-STATUS 
V95XI033X ITU 2 RLOUNDANT RATE FAIL P RM-FAIL-2 
V95A I ;3X IO1U 2 VELOCITY LIMIT FAIL P IMU2-V-FAIL 
V95X1337X IMU 2 RtSOLVER LIMIT FAIL P IMU-a-RO-FAIL 
V9SHIJ5UC IHU 2 COMP PITCH RES ANGLE B PANGIZ) 
V95HIC51C IMU 2 COMP AZIMUTH RES ANGLE 8 AZAN6 2) 
V95HIC53C IMU 2 COMP INNER ROLL REs ANGLE B IRANU(2 
V951IIGSqC IHU 2 CONP OUT ER ROLL RLS ANGLE 8 ORANG( : 
V95LIibC IMU 2 ACCUM SENSED CHO X VEL rMSO) P v LSUHHSGX 2) 
V95Llj6bC IMU 2 ACCUM SENSED CH Y VEL [ l) P VELSUMISOY(21 
V9SL1C67C THU 2 ACCUM SENSLD CHO Z VEL EI1mS P VELSUHMq~Z(2) 
V95X2j2UX IHU 3 POWER ON a PWR-ON(3) 
V9SX2J21X IU 3 SELECT STATUS X IU-3-SEL-STATUS 
V95X 2 3g3X IMU 3 RLUUND NT TE fAIL p RGM-FAIL-3LO5XY- O-AL V9XJXIMU 3 Y LIIT IMU3-V-FAIL 
V9SA2C37X THU 3 RESOLVER LIMIT FAIL P IHU-3-RO-FAIL 
V95H2 -5C TMU 3 COMP PITCH RES ANbLE B PANGC 3) 
V95H2dSlC IMU 3 COMP AZIMUTH RES ANGLE B AZANG 3) 
V9S1G53C IMU 3 COMP INNER ROLL ES ANGLE 8 IRANGI 3 



















































1 1.0 1 1.0 
1 1 1 1.0 
1 1 1.0 
0 .0 0 1.0 
* 1.0 
0 .0 U 1.0 
0 .0 0 1.0 
0 .0 1 1.0 
. 1 1.0 
.0 1.8 
1 1.0 1 1. 
1 I 0 I 1.0 
1 1 l:a 
1 1.0 1 1l1 .0 ' : 
1 1:B I. 1:1 1.0 1 1.0 
0 0 0 1.0 
0 .0 0 l. 
0 .0 1 0 
0 0 0 l 
0 .0 U 
0 .0 0. 1.0 
0 .u 1 1.0 
1 1.0 0 .0 
1.0 o .0 
1 1 .0 U * 
1 1.0 0 . 
1.0 
0 
1 1.0 ) :8 
1 1.0 0 .0 
1 1.0 0 *0 
0 1.a 0 .0 
0 1.0 0 .0 
0 0 I 
0 1.0 0 1: 
1.0 0 1.0 
1 5.0 0 l.a 
1 5.0 0 1.0 
1 5.0 0 1.0 
1 5.0 0 10 
1 1.0 1 1.0 
1 1. 1 1.0 
1 1. 1 l.8 
0 1.0 0 .0 
0 1.0 0 .0o' o10, ' l 
a l. a 1A 
S5d U l:a 
1 5.0 0 1.0 
1 5.0 0 1.0 





























































































DRIVE - COMPARINf' SECOND LOADING TAPE FPUK 1bM 
DATE 032079 PAGE 25 
MML NO. NOMENCLATIIUE U/C CGXMENTS FORMAT 
. 21 R 
FORMAT 
K 22 R 
FORMAT 
K 23 R 
FORMAT 
K 32 R 
FORMAT 
K 12 R 
FORMAT 




V9SL2065C IMU 3 ACCUM SEtSLt C86 :. VIL [EbN J P VCLSUMMSX(3) 
V95L2L6OC 11U 3 ACCUM SLh$L CHL Y VLL CfbOJ P VELSUf!M5LbY (3) 
V95L?L67C IHU 3 ACCUM SENSED CHC 2 VEL EMbO3 P VELSUMM5 Z13) 
V95W34ILC ADS CORRECTED PRESS ALT TIME TAG B 
V95U2O66C C AS-Y HOUIZ CALIbRATION ANGLE B O-COAS-HORIZ95 '49C A-Zz ALZ R " ANrGLE 8 Q G  
ECTE CAs A X -Z AXNQ-K CALI$PATION ANULE b OAS-VERT 
v9SU COS -z VENT 
v95U4993C COAS <X VERT CALIBRATION ANGLE b 0 AS-VERT 
V95WSj3lC SELECTED TACA1 TIME " p-TACAN 
v95W6303C MSHLS RANGE MEASUHrMENT TIME P T-EF-RSLS 
MEWEOEPhUNI ELL 
Vs9U3 jGC CLUSTER TO 850,1MU-1 COMCNENX 1,1 
v 903'51 LLSTRO85/1402COPOENI9903451C CLUSTER T  M50/IMU-3 COMPONENT , 8 
V9903453C CLUSTER TO M850/180-1 CONPONENT 128 
V99U34514C CLUSTER To 85011MU2l COIIPONEIT 1 1,2 8 
V99U3455C CLUSTER TO HS/IU-3 COMPONENT 1,2 B 
V99U345uC CLUSTER TO MSC/IMU-l COMPONELNT 2,1 8 
V99U3A57C CLUSTER TO M5a,:KU-2 LOMPONENT 1,3 B 
V99U3458C CLUSTER TO HSC/11U-3 COIPONENT . a,8 
V99U3459C CLUSTER TO M50/IMU I COMPONENT tl B 
VOOUU,60C CLUST R TO M5C/LmU-2 C MP N 
v' u IC C LU S T R O C HP 2 13 ONE 2M1A 
V99UJqo2C CLUSTER TO M50/IMU-1 COMPONENT 2:2 RHSV93~3 n  O0IfIU-2 Q hi *; 
V99U3qb3C CLUSTER TO M50/ATND3 COMPONENT 2ZB 
V99Usq6,C CLUSTER TO i5/IAMU-3 COHPONENT IH 
V99U3485C USTER TO M 1$Hgi NE T 20 
VCUSTER Mf/U:1 COMONN,1T H9U347C CLUSTER TO HS/U PNN ,3 .. V~Uq6CCLUST R TOTO M/ofEU-LOPNN 1 
v99u3467C CLUSTER TO MSO/1MU-3 COMPONENT 3,1 
V99U3qT1C CLUSTER TO M50IHU- COMPONENT 3,1
v09u37C CLT SO/MU-2 COMPONENT 3,1 B V99U3470C CLUSTLR TMSO/MU-2 COMPONENT 3,2 
H -341iu3 T 
C CLUSTER TO KSO/I MU­ 3 COMPO NFNT 3 .3 B 
V9903I7'C CLUSTER TO COM,)/c. 
V99U3475 CLUSTER TO MS lIMU- COMPONENT 3,3 B 
V99U3476C CLUSTER TO SO/IIHMU-3 COMPONLNT 3,3 B 
1 1.3 I 1.0 
1 1. 1 1 0 
1 1.0 1 1.0 
0 .1 0 .0 
0 1.0.00 
.00 :0 l 1.0 
0 1.0 
0 a 
0 1.0 0 .0 
00 0 .0 
U to 8 81 .i 1 1.0 
1 1' 1 l 81 1.0 1 1.0 
1 * .0 
. 0 1 1.01 
1.0 1 10 
1 .1 1 1.0 
1 1.0 1 1.0 
11.0 1 1.011.0 
11.0 
1.1 1.0 1 
.81.0 1 
11 1.0 1 1.00 1 1.0 
1. 1 
1 1.0 1 1.0 
1ATCH1 1.0 1 1.01 1.01 
1.ERI0 1 1.0 
1 . 1 .0 




















1.01. l a 
1 O0.io 
1 1 1.01 1 
1:0 
1 1.0 
1 1.01 .0 
1 1.0 
1 1.01 1.0 
1 1.j
1 1 U 
1 1.0 
0 .0 















&:A0H , 1:8 
1 1.0 
1 1.01 1.0 
1 1.0 



























ORIVE - COMPARING SELOND LOAUIhG TAPE FR4M IbM DATE 032079 PAGE 26 
NON MATCHING VARIABLES --- SEE SEAPCF' CODE 
ML NO. NOMENCLATURE U/C COMMENTS FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT S/CODE 
V71 23B :Z ST RAK TRAC CPD WDI 82 8 BREAKCOMY
V7K 823D Y ST TRAL HRAKC0D 2 b bNEAKCOMPV79k184C RGA 4 POLL RATE b 
V7RI64C PGA 4 PITCH RATE b.V79Rd47C RGA 4 yAW RATE 8V9CWC225C TIME.TAb OF SHUTTLE STATE VCTR RST P T-RESET9runtS3C VSBLS RANGE RESIO RATIO ALLOWED 8 DISP-SIG(q
V90U0SBC MSELS AZIMUTH RESID RATIO ALLOWED B DISP-Ste65)
V9O 
B UISP-SIG 6120 :f 7
I, -ARXEE:N3 







0 1: 0 
8 h oR 






O . .0: 







O 1:a ±.o 













L TT R 
NFV2 
NF 21 
V9 U0bSc COVARIANCE MATRIx ELEMENT 
V93O657C C£VAF1ANC.I HAIX E 
COVARIANCl MkTRJx ELEMENT 
V9OUOGBFC COVARIANCE MATRIX ELEMENT 
V9nAD0il C DRAG ALT OSIDUALV9RUr1 C DIIAG ALT LUIT RATIO 















.0 0 1.0 
.EE0 1:0 
.0 
.0 0 1 
a±to: 8 :l 












V9PUDJ20C TAAAN/SHUTTLULbV ANGV9H2zo-C BODY ROLL EuLE ANLE 
V90H121 C BODY PITCHATTITUDEATTITUDE EU ER, ANGE 
V9UX253X Im SELECTION FILTER COMMANDV9rx2b.3X 131 SELECTION FILTER COMMANDV90X2SSIX FAULT DLTECTEO BUT NT IDE4T. 
V9OX25SIX 
FALLT 
CTE C T ED BUT 
NT IOENT. 
V90x25S]X FAULT DETLCTED (UT NT IDENT.V90x257IX CRE. IlU SELECT CONTROL 
V90X2572X IhuCOH6INEO STATUS PLAGV9.X30oUX MSBLS SELECTION FILTER COMMAVIOUSb4lC CFlERt L IJAV SeNO EDIT INDICATOR 
VnU 8 9IC CEIERAL NAV ENS EDIT INDICATOR'2 d9 IMU TTITUDE STATUS 
vybUq49YC IMu DELTA V STATUSvD1u15:3OC GPC I STATUS 










B SENSOR-EDIT(,)1:8P lMU-ATT- TAjS 





































8 1:8 a 1:00 .0 0 1.0 
8 :8 8 1FS 
0 .0 0 .0 
0 1.0 0 .0 
















V92U6d3LC DF: 2 RESPO'tj E wDIb ECHECXSUMJV3'U6 g2C DEU 3 RESPONSE WD316 CCHECKSUMJ 
V9 K62C GEU wPU 01 6 CCH-ECXSUHJV94X62S0X SELEC ITACAN I 
V94X63Oux SELECT TACAN 2 
V94X63SpX SCLECI TACAN 3V9SLOZ1GC UPP ACCUH OELV 
Vg5LOZlUC UPP ACCUM DELV 
V95L21C UPP ACCUM 
V9SLO211C UPP ACCUM DELV 
95L21ZC UPP ACCUM DELV 
8B 
BB TAAN-S C-1 




P VIMU- L P 
0 1.01 I:' .i 
1 .0.1 
8 :8 
0 .0 0 
0 0 









.1 1F 1:I1 1. 0 1.1100 1 a 1 
0 
. 
8 1: O .0
': 8 :8 
0 . 0 1.0 
,ELV0 
0 :20 .0 0 102 
F 21 
NF 21NF 21 
NF 
NF 2NF 23 
NF 32
NF 2 
DATE 032079 pAGE 27 ORIVE COMPARING ,CCOND LOALANG TAPE FRUM TOM 
COMMENTS FORMAT FORMAT '.FORMAtT FORMAT VORpAT fORgAT s/CODEfMML NO. NomE;NCLATrlE U/C R K 22 R K 23 R K 32 R I R Il RK 21 
HF 32P V-IMU-ULtu1) 3 .0 0 1.0 u 1.0 V9SL'!212C UPP ACCUM D.LV o NF 32C .0 0 .0 :8 F3U R-PRED-FINAL(1) : :
V9SHnblIlC PREDICTED STATE VECTOhi 3) a ,n 8 NF 32VEguR:p5LD'-FINAL .80 0 1.0
STATE VCCTo8 b R-PRLDrFINAL 2) 0 .0VEI0612E PR IET 
 
VgS oN1 PREDICTED T VcTOEr1 0 N 32 a .a .0 0 .TAT0L
b V-PLO-FINAL(1)V9SIIRS6C PREDICTLD STATE V CTOR NF 32
0 .0 0 1.0
0 .0 0 .0
B V-PRCO-FINAL(2) 
.U 0 .0 a 10
 NF 32 9SIHPB15C P6EOICTEt) STATE VECTOR B V-PRLU-FINAL() o 0 G 
 95 H I16C FREDICTED STATC VLCTOR U 0 U 0 
 U0 1.0 NF ZZ
 V95DB4qC T11TL OF Pg EDICjIED VECfOR b T-PRLDICT-FUI L 0 1.U 0 .0 0 1.0 NF 32T-PL,1CT-FINAL 0V9SWOB'4C u1HL OF P EDIC EU VEC OR' 8 NF 22U .0 0 1.0 0 .0 0 .0b USE-IMU-DATA
V95Xr?7,X ]IU DELTA V USE FLAG 1.0 0 .u NF0 .0 1 -0N195i3'IC ADS CORPLCTED Pl(tSSLJRE ALTITUDE ~1.8 0 80g9 Pjo jc Cl, c OINAMIC PRESSU EPwV1 
r, : NF 39S2Cbl UtL 1 1 F PATAKE B ALPA-N U 1.0 0 0 1 1.0 NF V9SX39 CS AC NUbER P MACH 0 .0 N F 1.0 V 0 a 1.0V95k3111X pE ALTITUUE DATA GOOD FLAG b 0 .0 NF 
230 0 .0 0 1,0
V95Ax3l1X AUS MACH JUMP FLAt B 32014 .0jA~8 fl 01.jlI,:jja 0 1.f.V95JI49'2CC Z I JAP 
.0 0 . 0 .0 8 : V9SJLI92S C- A Ittftf CA N 8TA -1- 1 NF0 .Q 0 1.0 0 1.0 D 1.0 
 ST STATUS I1OICTION 8 STATUS(I)V95J4929C -Z 1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0 NF 32
 V95J493bC -Y ST STATUS INOTCTION 
 B STATUS(2) U .0 0 
.fl 0 1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0 LETTER
B 0-AN(I) u 
V95JN96C -Z ST OUTPUT DELTA ANGLE LETTER0 .0 0 1.0 0 1.0 D 1.0 
ANGLL b D-ANCB1) 
V95J4960C -Z ST OUTPUT DELTA NF 32
.0 0 1 ,0 1.0 D 1.uV95J4160C -Z ST OUTPUT DELTA ANGLE B D-A G(I 1 0 0 1.0 LETTER0 .0 0 1.0 0 1.0
DELTA AUGLL B D-ANGi(2)
V95J5961C -Y ST OUTPUT 0 .0 0 1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0 LETTER
B U-ANG(2)
H V9SJ4961C -Y ST OUTPUT DELTA ANULE 
.0 0 1.0 U 1 0 1.0
 N 32
 ST OUTPUT DELTA ANGLE 6 D-ANU(2) u
N) V95J4961C -y NF 21
0 1.0 0 .0 0 1.0 0 .0
P RA-TIME



























































DATA T7 RL70-5 03/20-11127124








DATA T7 RL70-5 03/20-1127:2d








DATA T7 RLTQ-5 03/20-11t27:SS






TI RL70-5 03/20-111284oWaATA 






DATA T7 RL70-5 03/2-1l:29:29













STORAGE USEDt COCEIl) 0 31 30; DATAIC) OU0330; LANK CtsMMON(2) 0DO0 



















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT IBLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)


oo cojOn IT 0co0 000514 tOL uuo 000125 1oF 0oo0 000200 OIF 0000 800 6 102F


Oudl Go 66 20L 0301 000250 13L 0001 01)0537 '14L 0001 001024 15L 0001 6 18L
0 256 
 O00 001143 19L 0O01 0ooj04 L GO01 000135 20L 0000 r 200r 0000 000241 201F
udt~i 0013460422 21L33 1I oo3700007 4L Ot' 001311 	 OI 	 nn 5
 081 8RI 1 3001Ot1 l 	 O0r 2L 03912 174 23L 0001 Od213 3L
0001 40 lt 000L 
 OOOO01
 
SOnUl G01252 SOL 1 000'143 500L 001 000730 bOIL 	 DOC L0 0001 000156 boi 
PUT COC2AI 61L 0 001624 802L 	 00344 90L 6Ol 00063191L 888? 0 1 2L


OOJI 001403 93L UQOl 001465 957L OOl Oul623 958L 0100 R 000070 CODE 0000 0 000052 FILE -
O030 R 000u		26 FNOMN 0000 P Rnn H0L0 I 000104 KBS 0000 oo071 K8F 0000 1 000073 XRSF1 
7(30005PooSFZ 0000 1 U sS3 01 0ooio KBS 0000 1 000114 052 OOO 1 0000 KBSF 
a I C00122 KLINE 	 u:) I 00j10ob I U00067 MIIF 1000102 X8S30000 1 	 000123 KLINE2 	 KMMLF UO200 L 000000 1 000103 KMMLTI U00 I 000106 MII 12 0000 I 011107 KMMLTS 0200 I 000112 KNMLT4 0000 I 000113 KHNLT5 
0GO 1 000116 XMHLT6 Oct0I 000117 KMMLI7 0000 I 00064 KSTOP 0000 I 000065 KSTOP2 0000 I 000101 NOMTCH0000 R 000105 RATE 0002 R 000072 RATEF 0000 R 000074 RATEFI ODO R O00076 RATEF2 U000 R 0O0100 RATEF3 
0000 R 000111 RATEI 0000 R 000115 RATE2 0000 R 000121 RATE3 0000 R 000124 SC 0000 R 000054 SC1
O000 OUOG55 SC2 (30o0 R 00006C SC21 888RApE288 	 825
000 000555C2iJOD P00060 02 	 3 rl 6 1 SC E 0000 P 000062 SC23 000P 005 3O C0000 C00J 63 502 a00 R 000057 SC4 S&80 4 TAOU 000 00044 TAP5 1 UUQ 104TAPEZ 
co00 D 000050 IAPE3 (000 R 000000 TNOMN 6000 R OUGO6 TNOHNI 0O00 R 000014 TNOMNZ 0000 000034 *NOMN3


00100 3* C0 * 0000 0 
00100 4. * * ooOOOO 
00100 	 5* C ** 
 **.0 	 OOuOOO S
00130o 	 5* C*** ***C 	 00000200100 	 6**** 	 (DRIVE) ****0 00000
u00o 	 7* ***** 	 *****C 00000000100 8* C****** DOWNLIST REQUIREMENT INTEGRATED ******C 0OOO0 o -0 




00100 12* C*** ***C 888888


0o010 13* C** 	 **C 00000 s 
00100 14* C *C 000000


00100 1, C C O0D0O0


00100 17* C 0 000000
GO0lol 18* C c uccOuO 
DO100 19* C DESIGNiEk ANI POGrkAMMLR C 000000


00100 20* C S. GNAHAM C 000000


00100 21* C COMPLETION GATE C 000000


00100 22* t 12-22-78 G0000


00100 23* C E 000000


00100 24* C C 000000 
00100 25* **************,**************** 000000 
00100 -6* 
00100 7* C MODIFICAT ON DATE c 
e C0100 02-12-79 C 000000 
00100 29* c C .000000


00100 30* C 02-22-79 C 000000


c01U0 31* ****************4*******************C000000 
UIMENBIOITNON() TMNI b),TNOMN216)iHALN(41, 000000


00103 34* DOUBLE PREI ION TAP 'APEI TAPE2 TAPE3,FILE O


00104 35* DATA 5C1,SC2,SC3SCL21,st22 SC23 SC.32/6HMATCH OHRATE 000C01


1 I ILETEIERHBESCRP,6HNF 21
99fi*WRIT 166, 100 ; ,bANF 22 ,6HNF 21 ,6HNF 3i / OJOOO000001


00jj 100 O Dg0YLIST PECUIqrMEN7S',21X, 003 O0


H11 2 IDOWNLIST FORMAT 21 22 21']-I'113' 9X ODC06
3
 
0011 41* 3 '06Fk M2X4s5 REPORT NO MHL-ML-800 PAGE ,1// 31X 000006 
u0117 42* 4'LAUNCH-lTLS*ON-ORBIT* NTRYFLIGHT/CONTROL ASCENT BACAUP*ENTRY SAC 88888 
00120 44* wRITE{I,,101) 000006


00122 '5* '101 FOR$AT(X ,MML NO. 12x *NOHENCLATURE't11X,'U/C', 000013


00122 46* 1 7X 'C0VENTS'9X 'FOMHIAi S(3X('FORMAT')),3X,'S/CODE'/, 000013


L0122 47* 2 72X,'K 21 PR X,' I 22 R'IX,'K 23 R',3XIK 32 R', 000013


00122 48* 3 3X,1h 12 R',3X,'K 13 P'/) 0000


UU122 49* C 00 
U0122 50* C ******* * 0****0INITIALIZING MAXIMUM LINES ON A PAGE OOi013
080013
E8122 51. C 
 
123 52* KSTOP 48 000013


00124 53* KSTOP2 4& 000015


U0l2 54* C OO5


00124 55* C ******* READ CAPDIMAGES DATA FROM PEQ'T FILE ******* 00G015 
00124 56* C 000015 
00125 57* 1 CONTINUE 000017 
6012b 58* READ(8,2011ENDZ120)MLFhHMLFI O0017 
00132 59* 201 FORMAT(2X, IX1I4,123X) 000026 
00131 bO*




U0151 U2* 618 FORMAT(IlX9,1 .566,ALIXAi,1X,3A6,A4,2X,4(I1,IXF4.l,3X), 000055


0R151 63* 1 24X) 1 OOO55


u152 64* NOMTC = 0 8 THIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES A TENTATIVE HATCH 000055


00152 65* C 000055


00152 66* C ******** COMPARE 70 SEE IF TAPE IS GREATER TAHAN FORMAT 21 * 000055


00152 67* C 000055


00153 6b* IF(IKMMLT .5T. KMMLF) *OR. (IKMMLT .,EQ KMMLF) .AND. 000056


00153 69* 1 4KMMLT1 .GE. KhMLFI)1) TO 20 000056


00153 7 C , READ FORMAT.21 DATA FROM TAPE HOW*, 
38B3 C 000056 
Coiss 73* * CONTINUE 00010400010460156 74* AL 
00162 75* 200 FORMAT(2XtIZlX.ItQp23X) 
 000113
00163 76* ooipF REAI7(S I)TAE,9 N.RdSRATE o,7Y 0 I17o 127ocipl 77* 102 Jf~ATCZi :A 12X ;bt,,4 :14X F. Y -8113 C IF( AqE .E 13-0 RATE =1 1Lb " 00 













00175 54* IF(KXILF .GT. KMMLT)GO TO 2 
 000135
00177 85* IF(KifLF .LT. KMMLT)GO TO w30 
 000140




002U6 90* C ****** MASTER IEASUREMENT NUMBER IS MISSING FROM TAPE 21 ***** 000156 
88156
BB27711 91* IF(RATEF .EC. 0 0 0 TO 90
2 wRITLl25I617)FIL. kNOMN CODE HALN,hBSFRATEFXBSFIRATEF1t. 15700211 93* 1 KDSF2,RATEFKRBSF ,PATLF3 SC21 00015703 94* NOMTCH Z I a THIS FLAG S TTIhd INDICATES A NON-MATCH 00020795* GO TO go 000211
00232 96* 3 CONTINUE 
 00021ii
00232 97* C 000215


00232 9e* C *** SEARCH FOR ALPHANUHIC DISC. 8TWN.FILE AND 
TAPE ON FORMAT 21 *** 000213
00232 99* C 
 U00213
00233 10o* IF(FILE .EQ. TAPEIbO TO 13 000213







102* .NOMTC= 1 & THIS FLAG SETTING INICATES A NON-MATCH 000245
00255 U4* 13 CONTINUEI F 00025000255 b5* C ****** SEARCH i OR RATE DISC. BTWN FILE AND TAPE ****** 000250
0025000250 187" 
17 IF,(RATEF IE.OOGO-TO 90 00225? 





00262 1u9* 1 KhSF2,RATcF2,KPSF3,RATF3SC2 000254


00301 l1* NOTCH 
 = i a THIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES A NON-MATCH 
 000304
00302 Ill* T CONTINUE 
 000307
00302 112* C ****** SEARCH FOR NOMEN. DISC. BT.N FILE AND TAPE ****** 00030700303 113* IF(FNOMN *EO. TNOPN)GO TO 90 00030T
00305 114* WRITE(25 617)FILEFNOMNCOOEHALJ.KSFRATEFKBSFIRATEFI, 
 000311
00305 115* 1 aSFZTRATEFZKIJFJATEF3,SC4 
 000311
00324 116* 
 NOHTCH - 1 D THIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES A NON-MATCH 000341 
00325 117* 90 CONTINUE 031 




00326 121* IF((RMMLTZ .GT. XMMLF .OR. (KMMLTZ 
 EQ RMMLF .AND. 00JO44
00326 122* 1 (KHMLT3 .GE. KMLF1JflGO to 21 000344
00326 123* C 
 000344
U0326 124* C ******* READ FORMAT 22 DATA FROM TAPE ******* 00034400326 125* C 
 000344
00330 126* 4 CONTINUE 
 000371
00331 127* READI1,200,ENO:120)KMMLT2,KMMLT3 
 000371
00335 126* READ( O tl2)TAPEI.TNOINltBSlRATEI 00040000343 129* IFlrATE1 .EC. 13.0)RATEI = 12.5 000414
00343 130* C 
 000414
00343 131* C ******* COMPARE NUMERIC PART OF MHL NO. 

























064 01 145*CH 
 
















































































C 	 IFORMAT 22)

~133*±C000414 
21 	 CONTINUE 000422


1F(KPLF .GT. KMMLT2)GO TO 4 000425


IF KxIIILF .LT KHMLT-)GO TO 5G0 	 000431


IF(KfIMLFI *GT. KMVMLt )GO TO 4 	 000431










C MASTER 11EASUREMENT NUEER IS MISSING FROM TAPE 22 * 000443


IF(RATEFI .EQ 0.03GO TO 91 000443

U00444
I K6 F2,RA EF2.KBbF3,RATEF3,SC24 	 0004744
6RITE( LCFNOMN,COUEHALNKBSFtRATEFKBSFIRATEFI, 
 
=I & INDICATES A NON-HATCH
FLAG SETTING 	 000474






C *** SEARCH FOR ALPHANUMERIC DISC. BTIN FILE ANO TAPE ON FORMAT 22 ** 000500 
IFIRATEFI .EC. O.O)GO TO 91 000500


lFt IFt .E?. TAPEIIGO TO 14 000501


wRI Lc67)FfLE5FNOHNCCEHALNKSFRATEFKBSF1.RATEFI 	 8.


NOTCH 	 FLAG SETIIN G
TIS  INDICATES A NON-MATCH
14 C NTINPE . MB 
C ****** SEARCH FOR RATE DISC. BTIN FILE AND TAPL 0U537 
IFIRATEFI EQ. RATEI)GO TO lu 00U537 
WRITE 25 617)FILEFNOKNCuDEHALN KBSFRATEFKUSFRRATEFK 880J41A 
 
ATFS2 	 00057410-	 CONTINUEKBFt
	 1
 	 N M CH = 1 a THIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES A NON-MATCH 
C **C*** SEARCH FOR NOHEN. DISC. BTWfl FILE AND TAPE ****** 000574 
IF(Fr4OHN .EO. TNOMNI)GO TO 91 000574 





















IFU(KMMLT4 G6T. KMLF) .OR. ((hMMLT4 EQ KMMLF) *AND. 
 




****** READ FORMAt 23 DATA FROM TAPE ****** 000631
C 
 000656











C *****i* COMPARE NUMERIC PART OF MML NO. BTWN REO'T AND TAPE ***** 









IF(KKMLF .GT. KMMLT4)GO TO 6 000707

22 	 CONTINUE 
 
IF(XMNLF .LT *KMMLT4}GO 7O Sul 	 000712


iF(hMPLFI .6. KHMMLI5)GO TO 6 	 000716






00 TO 405 
 
000763 
00530 191* CONTINUE T00730
 
. C *****501 * ASTr X ,FASUR &5, NT 1,UjbjFEn j JFSSItNb FR M TAPE 2 3 *g*e7** 
ss533 194, RITL"(A COUr ,I.LNFPSFnATEF i SrltRATEFlt C00731
U17)FILLf hFN1iN 

8B533 195' I F ATEF JSF ATLF S 1S A8731
 00552 196* NOMTCI 1T FLAG SLTI ICATES A NON-MATCH 

00553 197* O0 TO 92 

C55445 9 .90* C 405 CONTINUE BT 

200* C e** SEARCH FOR ALPHANUMERIC DISC BTW FILE AND TAPE ON FORMAT 23 *** 00076500554 9  
a 554 2 1* C 1 
S55 202* IF(RATEF2 .EQ. O.O)GO TO 92 80765 









1 25* iXpSF2,R zpbSrSlRA

= I TI LAG SE4lN INDICATES A NON-MATCH0360 2U6* NONTCH G 

'81824
601 27* 15 CONTINUE 

0C681 208* C ****** SEARCH FOR RATE DISC. BTWN FILE AND TAPE ****24 
O86g02 2 9 * J LqA ,6M FILE.FNOMN oDE ,HAL1,KBSF,RATEF.KBSFIRATEFI, 010264 
OC 02 210* LAEZIG O 0 E, 1022O1(2 1 hSF2,RAT 2.KBSF,RA F.SC2 A 

OTCif= 1 a UBI FLAG SCT ING6 INDICATES A NON-MATCH 0010E6 
B01061 
00624 214k C ***** SEARCH FOR NOMEN. DISC. BTWN FILE AND TAPE ** 




00625 215* IF(FNOHN EO. TNOMNZ)GO T0 92 001061 

00527 216* WRITE(25,617)FILEFNOMN,CODEHALNKBSFRATEFKBSF1,RATEFI, 001063 

00IC63
00627 217* I NOMTCH KBSF2,RATF2,'KBSF3,RATEF3,SC4 NON-MATCH 00111300646 218* = I a ]HIS FLAG SE TING INDICATES A 
uj 00647 
881 
220* 92 CONTINUE 
00647 
5S64***** COMPARE TO SEE IF 
22001 





















00702 244*uo74 245* 
IF((KHMLT6 .GT. KMMLFI .OR. L(KMMLT6 EQ SKMHLF) .ANO. 
1 (KXMLT7 .GE. KtIMLF)))GO 0 3, 





IF(RATE3 .E. 13.U)RATE3 = 12.5 
C 
C ******** COMPARE NUMERIC PART OF MHL NO. BTWN REQ'T AND TAPE.******** 
C (FORMAT 32 C 
23 CONTINUE 
IF(KMMLF .GT. KMHLT6)GO TO 19 
IF(KMMLF .LT. KMMLT6)GO TO 300 
IF(KMMLFI .GT. KMMLT7)GO TO 19 
IF(KMMLF1 .LT. KMMLT7)GO TO 300 
GO TO 50 
300 CONTINUE 
C ****** MASTEk MEASUREMENT NUMBER IS HISSING FROM TAPE 32 ****** 







































NOMTCH = 1 a THIS FLAG 
GO TO 93 
CONTINUE 
RATLF3SS2 



















SEARCH FUR ALPHANUMERIC DISC 8TWN FILE AND TAPE ON FORMAT 32 *** 
Ir(AATEr3 .LO. 0.OO To 9~3 
IF(FILE .EC. TAPL7)CO To 4 ' 
.RITE(Z, T6k)FILLFIOrI. UUEHALN,)BFrRATEFxSFIRATE 
I, 






1752 259* C ***4* SEARCH FOR RATE' DISC. BThN FILE AND TAPE **** 801311 






1 WRItL(25i6i7IFILE,FOMN COLL,HALN,KBSF.RATEFXBSFIRATEFI,KEhFZRATF2,Kh8F3 RATLF35,S2 


















SEARCH FOR WOHEN. DISC. BTIN FILE 
IF(FNOMN .1e. TNO~hS)GO TO 93 
WRITE (256 E7)FILEFNOIt ;CODEOHALQH18KBhL ,A FW1B5M , Atj;~
NOMTCH 1 a HIFLAG SET IN6 
CONTINUE 
AND TAPE *8*** 
KBSFRATEFKBSFIRATEFI 























IFI NOHTCH ..EO. 1 GO TO 1 CHECKING FOR NON-PRINTING MATCHES
KLINE =hLINE * i INCREMENT N1 LINE COUNT 




























IF(KLINE .LT. KSTOP)GO TO 957 
IF(KSTOP .EO. 48)KSTOP = 54 
NEfAO?0II I INITIALIZING LINE COUNT 
001440 
0014448814g 












































rt0 PILE 25 
WRITL(6,700) 
FORIIAT(//9X , NON MATCHING VARIABLES --- SEE SEARCH COOEI//)$RIL(6,101) 
R'NIND 25 




















C ******** PAGE 
X1SF2,RATEF2,KBS3,RATEF3,SC 
COUNT - ADVANCING TO T HE TOP OF THE NEXT pAGE ** ** 
00154688154 
546 
01111 307* C U01546 










END OF COMPILATIONI 
F(STOP2 .E. 48)KSTOP? = 54 

























5469 IBANK WORDS DECIMAL 
4396 DBANK WORDS OECIMAL 
I 
SEGMENT SM AIN$. 001000 013534 '04ODO 050453 
NFTCHS/FOR-EZ 'jlj 001000 001262 $(21 040000 040013 
001263 001413 S(2) 040014 040071NCNV?/FOR-E2 111) 001414 001436NCNVT$/FOR18 $(1) f01437 001660 1(2) 040072 040166NbFlOO S(2) 040167 042414NCLOS1/FOR-ES %(I) 001661 002116 1(2) 042415 042442 
hSWTC$/Fo &9 Silnjt /F8111 100 1 4 010,N8a I/R-E3 I(1) 00256U2312 
NUPOA%/FOn, III) C02313 002346NPBLKS/FOP- 2 1i) 002347 002371NIU1Nj/FbR-C 3 1(1) 002372 002627 S(2) 042443 042144qPT$/FO E-CORR 1I l 002630 I B z;I 
NOUTSAO4-L UPo $( C0452' 006235 S(21 B425 5 4 25Q 6NFMT,,/FOR_[3 1( ) 006236 007120 S(21 42547 042623$.NIOE$/FOR-E3 g(g)12, 0 7 4i S(2) 42624 042773 
NFCHKS/FUR-E3 S11) 007 4 0013 $2 042774 043LI14 
13NTAB$/E3_Jsc3) C10333 010333 $ 043145 Oq31
FORCO s/FORFTN $(2 043217 04NERSFOL D4 3257 043264 
LRURSFO5-73 $11) 010334 010675 S(2) 043265 043444NER CMt/F R-TE3 $Sil 010676 010755 S(2) 043445 04346FORvCOMt/FOR-TE3 $(2 043461 043470NSTOP/FoRL3-JSC $(I) 1(2:5 043461 04354NRWNO/FOR - E3 S(11 D1 0116 Him $ 2) 043471 04352 N ~~' C) /Fo- E3Si~ i~o~ Eii1 i $(2) 543 54NWEF$/FOR-E2 011142 0113'17 $(2) 043555 043574NIBUFS/FOR-E2 $(1) U1135g 811407 1(2) 043575 043575 
N111/FOR- 8 1() 0114 11566 $1(2) 043576 043715NOBUF/FO8(1 011567 011627 NINTR$/FOSEZ-RLIB 1(i) 011630 011704 ${2) 043716 043733
~LXC0M0N( COMMONBLOCK,COMPONE 1(s) 011705 013534 $0) 043734 044263 
NBFJBS S(2) BLANKSCOMHON 
$(2) 044264 050453 




aH*G 'DRIVE COMPARING SECOND LOADING TAPE FRO M IBM 
DRIVEXTASS CGLPARING FC~ftb L(,A[,II, TARL FRUM IbM DATE 032079 PAGE 15 
COMP 	 FLOWCHARTED BY FORFLO /X8CS/ ON 15 MAR 79 AT 14:49:09' 
















. .. . .... 
 . *C





I C**o* (DRIVE) ****C I 
I C*4*** *****C 
I E****** DOWNLIST REQUIREMENT
I 	 CINTEGRATED ******C
I [*** *** VERIFICATION AND 3

----.-- -- I EVALUATION ?-****C 3. ......... 
 .

I 	 E *****C 	 2 
I 	 E**4* ****( 	 2
I 	 C*** **C
S....................... I. C* *C -.... 3--------------------

I E* C 2
I 
L ..... ...... .  . .. ... .. .... .. .I- ****4***********************t*2* . . . ... . . . . . .. .. .... . . 
I E4***C 2 
I 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~~I c *4 **4n * *f* * * * * * * * * 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 	 C****C 	 3 
I 








. . . .. .... .. .. ...-. TN.. . .. .. .. ....... . .. . .... . -..... . ... . 
- IMNUN NO-I(6 TNOXNi(6),TON()tw HALN(4)6 FNOMN(6),TNOMN3(I










SC32,6HNATCH ,6HRAT , 6 HLETTER,6H&EScRP,





• .		 I 
- -...... . ... . .		 TE(6,100) - . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... W R / .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . 





I---E 100 FORATIH,52X,*OFT 2 	 *fl­

. . . ..... .... - I COOWNLIST REQUIREMENTS' 2Z i I *.. .. .. . . . .-...- - _-. .. ...
I 	 CPN VPO7OLOU2Z5O1R DATE 12-2Z-783


I 	 [//,47X 2 ,OONNLIST FORMAT 2 0 O0 
E233 2 12 13',9X, 3 DBFN MZx 5 3 r. [REPORT NO MrL-ML-600 PAGE 1'/, 2-- ....... . .. .. 
[31X, 4'LAUNCI-RTLS*ON-oRBIT* 3 
I ENTR *LIGHT CO IROL*A SCENT 2 




. ... .... .

- . . ...........................................	
/ 
 
i---r 101 FORMAT(3X 'MML NO.',12X,0 D 
ElOPNCLATUPE', jIX,'U/C', 1 7X,' 3


..... ..	 I jCOMENI 'tgX, FGRMAE :; 51 X(
I FORMATA[ /CO s,3x, J ­
[21 R',IX,'K 2 R',3x,'K 23 R'3X3 
c K 32 R', 3 3X, A 12 R,3X WK 133 
I CR'/) 	 .1)I


I---[ ***** IlTIALZINGMAXIMUM 3














.- .-- -KSTOPZ - 48 : .. .. 	 . ­- --	 .....
. . . . . . . ..




I---I ******* READ CARDIMAGES DATA 3















......... .......... 	 .. .......... 
 
-'I'














/ READ(3C,618)FILEFNOHNCODE,HALN,KBSF, / Z


/ RATEF ,BSFIRATEFl, KBSF2,RATEF2,KBSF3, / Z







I--- 618 FORtAT(1X,A9,1X,5A6,A4tIX, 3 .5 
I AjX,3A6,A4,2X,4(II ,IX, F4.1,3X)3 Z 
.......... . . .	 I - }- E . . . - . -.--. . ZHATC 

I HIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES A 

I ETINTATIVE MATCH	 z


... . .......... .. ..... .


. ...................... .. 	 .. . . . ..... . ........ z . ..
I 	 Z ~ 
I--- I ****** COMPARE TO SEE IiF TAPE 3 Z 
[ IS GREATER THAN FORMAT 21 *m*****] Z 
NOMTC 	 X 0Z 
-- - < 2--0 - - -- - - -. ..--	 -- -- - 2 -
IF ((KMMLT .GT;MKMMLF .OR,%M (( MMLT .EQ. > -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - 0 
< KMMLF) ,AND: KMLT1 ,G.KMLF1)))G TO > X Z 
-- I **** ****F~*3 	GRA THNORMT 21 ­ 2 
- - -- ---- --- --- -- --- --- --- --- ---
I 	 x 4 
C. 	 I ....... 	 Z ...
................. . ...... 	 U..... 
U x Z 
I 	 - ZREA iTlU 0 mL 	 2
.....................	 o eoe oom C9lso am
 O 20 	 U Xx Z 1
/.. .. ,..,,.,... 0 't*t 9* t et ,,,,,* . W** U K Z 
I READU(9,200 ,ENO:120U)KMMLT ,KMMLT1 / U X 2 
.-------- ---.------ , ........... ... ,..,, ... / - ...... -------------- tU_. X.. Z.... 
I U K 2 
I---C 200 FORMAT(2XI2,lX,14,123X) 3 U X Z 
U x 2 
-~~ - --- U - x Z i 
.... . . ....... . . ... U K 
/ READ(30,102)TAPEKOStRATETNOMN " U x 
. 
z 
..,,................ ..... o. ..... .. . U X Z 

1---[ 102 FORMAT0tx,A9,2X,II,1X,F4.O,3 .. U " K "­
1 7X,5A6,A4,TZX) 3U K 2U K 2


I---c ******* cOMPARE NUMERIC pART OFJ .. U z ....... 
I CMML NO BT6N REQ'T AND TAPE ***J U X Z 
I U X Z 
o< ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- 0 z 
. . . . .I ............... .		 .. Z. .








... ..... .. .
 . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . ... 	 . . . ... . ... . . ...... U ..... Z .
. 	 .J
 
- .- - -.- ~~ ~ 	 - - - - -	 - - - - - - - - - -- .....- z.~~~~~
I 	 u Z 

/ , , ,, , , , , \ TRUE 	 U Z 
C IIF(KML .T MML)OT 2)---------------------------------------------- -----------A 2 

F . F........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U - Z 
I FALSE U Z 
I 	 U Z 

I 	 U 7

. . . . .. ........  . I ' ' ' ' ' * ................ '''' TRUE-. . . .. . U. Z . 
< 555IF(KMS*5*LT.*5K9559Tt5S$ItO TRUE> -------------------------------------- - -------- U 
........................................................... . U 0
I FALSE 	 U X z
. . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . ... . . .. . .. . . .. U . K 2 _ 
I U X Z 
W 1 ''' ' ' '' \ TRUE U X Z 
-4 .........CIF( KMMLFX T KMLIGO TO>..............2--------------------------------------- ------------------------0 XG.6T MM T1)6O .... ....... 

I FALSE X Z 
I x 2 
I - z 
/**t*555955*I555t55* ' *5'*; t*55tO5*\ TRUE X Z 
IKrMp .>T XLT6OO60 -----------------------------------------------­	 v 
................................................. 

I FALSE 	 x zI . ...... . . . ... ... ..... . ..... 	 . . . . . ... . . . . K Z....... 

I 	 K 2/ *9S9**5*955** *\ -x 	 2 
.---------------------------------

.......... U x z 
.... .GOTO 3 .	 -4.,45 	 0 X Z 

•,u 	 x z 
EC600. .. - . ..I ..... . 	 Z 
U ... .Z 
. . .. 
......................... .; .................. U Z 
SCONTINUE "I 7 
.......... 

I--LNMJtILH It) iI , tfl I1AP"E 2 1*] I t** 
SI -. 
IU /.* ..*.*,. *.*.. .. .... ........ \ TRUE 
IFIRATEF *EQ. 0.O)CO TO 90 > . ... 


























I .1 ....... ,.....
WRITE(25,617)FILEFNOMNCODE,HALh I 










. ........ . 
























I U X Z 
/'U 
. ................ 




........ .. .. 
- -
U X. 2Z. ] 
-0 -
..................... 












1 33 1 
.................. G H O ........ ?.......... x x Z z 
I---I *** SEtRH 
I E8TWN FI E ANJ 
OR ALPVANUt C 9ISj.J 

















< IFIFILE .EQ. TAPE)GO TO 13 > -------------------------------------------------------­ 0 
............. ..................................... 
U 




-,WRITE(125,6I7)FILEFN0,1NCOOE,HALN-----------­ - - - - - --­ .u 
/ BSFRATEF KBSF1,RATEF1, KBSF2,RATEFZ, I' u 
/ BSF3,RATEFi,SC3 /U 























IE---C THIS FLAG 
I ENO N-MATCH 










. . . ............ 






















.*....... ........ ......................... 99


C N I.......N E. .. ....... 
 .... x(
~................ 
 O T U  -
I---C **** SEARCH FOR RATEF DISC. 3 
 






/99* 9 o * ,\ TRUE x 
 




I FALSE u x 
U X 

I .. .U. X 

/99 9'999 999 49 999/u '..9,999
99 19 x
 
/ WRITE(2S,617)FILEFNOMN,CnDEHAN, / U x 
 
, KBSFRATEF.KBSFI,RATEFi,BF2RAEF2, / U X 

















........................................... U x 
 







.. 7. .. ......... 
 . .. . .. .. . . .. . ... . . .. X .
 
.................. I. ................... x


I---C, **t1.* SEARCH FOR NOMEN. DISC., 3 X 

I STWN FILE AND TAPE - 32 
I x~x 
.... ... ... ...1 9999999999999 \
/9*999999999'*9999999999 .X TRUE 
 X
 













/ WRITE(25,617)FILEFNOMN,C0DEHALN, .. /- .... ..................... .. .X 
 X
KBSFRATEFKBSFI,RATEF1 , KBF2,RATEF2, // KBSF3,RATEF3,SC4 / X 
 
. .. ...................................... x. 
 
THIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES A 3..........X 
 









. .......................................... - .... . ........


O<-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VC 903 I 

.. .. . .. . .. ......
.. ..
. .......
........ . ..  
CONTINUE-------------------------- - : - .. -----.-. _-___ 
... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ...... 
I 

I---C * COMPARE TO SEE IF TAPE 2 
































































































CiKMMLT2 > ------------------------------------------------------------.C IF((KMMLT2 .GT. KMMLF) .OR. 
 X 2z
C EQ. KMMLF) *AND. (KMMLT3 oGE. KMMLFIU) > 
 X Z< GO TO 21 > x z

.................... ..... ............./ 
I x 2 
X Z
1---E ****4** R AD FORMAT 22 DATA 3 
I CFROM TAPE 3 X Z 
U - X 2. Z._0<-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
 U X 2C 43 1 




. . . . .C OTINU E . - - - - - - - - - - - - - --.. U x x z Z 





'/ READC 11,20, END=12OIKMMLT2,KMMLT3
1 .f... .o........... .... . ....... ........... .
;L U X 22 
I U x Z 
. . .1 /... l l ll l l l l *9*9il l 999lll t/ -U U 2
Z.9 .. t*9*.............l I. ll l l . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . XX 

U x Z
/ READI30,1O2)TAPEIXBSIRATE1,TNOMNI / 
 U X Z
/........................................./ 

... .. ... --- ** *** COMPARE NUMERIC PART OF--- ---. . . . ....... . ..........--- "-- - .... 

U X z
EMML NO- STWN REQ-T AND TAPE ****l 
 U x .


S0 ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- 0 2






. . . ...., CONTINUE....... .




. . . .... . ... ................. ...... . . u z
; - . . . . .. .. . TRUE U











I U Z 
• *9,,9,, ','9 9, '' *999t''*'9 ''''9 ''' ''' '\ TRUE U Z 
IFKX4LFI .T. KMLT)GOTO ) -- ------------------------------------------------------------- - - - -u. ­
-------.-.- .------ / X z 
H - I - - 0 
. .. . ... ....................................














I FALSE x z SI --- x z 
IF(KI9MLFX .LT. KMMLT3)G0 TO 500 >----------- _ 













3;0 X)1 7 
nfl 
L: I u 
* CONTINUE . . --­
........................................ AU 
I 
I---I ****** HASTjR NEASUREMENT 


















. . . . . .. . . . . . . .IAIAI--I...A.. 
IF(RATEF1 .EO. O.O GO TO 91 
.,.....,....,.... ....... ........ , .. .. ,./ 
I FALSE 






- - - -
. . . . ... 
















I WRITE(25,617)FILEFNOMN,COEHALN, // K8SFRATEF XBSFIRATEFI, KaSF2,RATEF2, . .... .......... 
/ KBSF3,RATEFI,SC22 -
I..... ................... /
II---E THIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES A 3 

















































NII e .*~ee $ IU--.e e:U -­ - - - - - - - - -- U xXX( 7ZZ 






























. . . . . . ...... -. * * S R cH OR A A NU E I ... . ... . . 
I 
I---Z *** SERACH FOR ALPHANUMERIC_-~----------­-. 
I CDISC. 8T1N FILE AND TAPE ON 3I [FORMAT 22 3 






















































/ WRITE(25,617)FILE FNOMNCODEHALN, /
KGSFRATEFKSFI,RAIEFI, KBSF2,RATEF2 / 
BSF ZR TEF 5C --SC3­ -
.......................................... I 
I--- THIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES 




















--- - -- ----
U x Z 
........................................... .. U x- Z.... 
I U X Z 
. .. . . . O.. .. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-...................... . . . . . . O ,X 2Z _t< 14.1x14 . I .. . .. x J.............. .... Z..-.. 

I----*** SEARCH FOR RATE DISC- -
I [BTWN FILE ANDTAPE * 3 x Z 
..... ..... I TRUE '. ... x 2 
, ,, ,, , , ,,', ,, , ' '' ' ' ' ' '\ TRUE X 2 






U X Z ]
U X z 
-----. .
 . WRITE(25,617)FILE,FNOMHN CRODE HALN, I - , U X Z.--..U.... .
 /

KSSFRATEF.KBSF1,RATEF1, XSSF2,RATEF2, / U X Z

/ KBSF3,RATEF3;SC2 I U X z





I--- THIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES A . U X 
I ENON-MATCH 3 U X


U x Z 
U X z 




. ...... e ........ 

NOTCH I U X z 










I--- ****** SEARCH FOR NOMEN. DISC. 3 X 5 
-- j5.-- -------- I EBTWN FILE AND TAPE --o 23** .. .. ..------. Z 

I x 7 

I. 
 ,,,'*,',, I ......... \ TRUE X Z 
_C _ 







I X z 
.......... ..... ... / 
/ IRITE(25,617)FILEFNOMN,CODEHALN, x zS / KBSFRATEF,K8SF1,RATEF1, XBSF2,RATEFZ, / z
 
.. / KBS3,RATEF3,SC4 - ., /........................Z ......


/.................... i ..... .........../ X z
I X 2K 2I---I THIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES A 3 o X Z 
I [NON-MATCH i xX zZ 
•I K 2 
.a . ... . .... . . .. . - - - - -.. ... X z 
..............................................
 2v
I IO<-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------­r Q11 ~ T 1 0V7 
a >i 
I---E ****** COMPARE TO SEE IF TAPE 3 
I [IS GREATER .THAN FORMAT 23 ******3 Z I z 
- - -- . . . . . . .1 l l o\ TRUE 0
.-----------------------------------------------------------­
< IFC(KMILT4 .T, KHVLF) .OR. ((JHLTq )
ES. KMMLF) .AND. (KHMLTS .GE. KMLF 1) > X 2 








I---C ****** RLAD FORMAT 23 DATA FROM3 .. ........... X.Z. 






< . . . . . . ..... ................. uU x z
..... . .
..... . 
. . . ......... .  

... .................. .................. U X


.. . ..... . IU ... . U X Z2 
....... .. ...... Z... 
.. ......l REA Di30, 102 )T AP E2 ,K S ,RATE2 ,TNO N2 
1,............... ....... , ..... ..........I 
I 
/ 








I--­ ******* COMPARE NUMERIC PART OF 
LML NO- BTWN RExT AND TAPE_****2 . 
I 
OED3,O)TP2KSR 2TON-------------------------------------------.. . -------- U x Z 
. X Z 
x z 
0. z 
...... .................... -. z 
U Z 
. . . . . .. ...- . U Z






' ....... . ................................ 

. F(KM LF .0T .K M MLT 4)GO TO 60 > -------------------------- ---------------------------. . A. . 0 z


I U Z 
I U z 
.

.......... * I *.A.................. .. TRUEU 
 
I FALSE U X z 
I X z 
.. . . . . .. . . . . . . . TRUE U X 2






 / x 2 

I FALS E----. .- - - - - X, Z...5.~..  - x 
Ix 2 
Ix z 
/ ........ ~ ~ ' \TRUE X 2, 
 
___________ IFCXMMLF1 .T XLT)GO TO. 501 --- ------------------------- ........


,(*......................................... ....... / 
 
I FAS X 
O TO 405 -------------------------------------------	 ----­
................... 	 U X Z


* U. X... Z.....


U x Z I 
512 1 	 U 2 
. 	 . .... . ... ... . ... ......... ... ... 	 ,


I 	 U Z 
... ... _ ****** MASTER XEASUREMENT 3 . 	 U.--.. 	 I---E 




ttt. o to *ol tt ~ ..oQI.. 1- 11\ TRUE 	 U U zZ
.... .
< IF(RATEF2 E0 . O.O)GO TO 92 > .. .. 	 O


...... .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .... . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . .... 
U .- X -

I FALSE - -	 -- - - - , - . -U . z 
I 	 U X 2U X Z 
*,U 	 X Z |


WRITE(25,617)FILE,FNOMN,CODEHALN, 	 .... - U X . Z 
I KBSF,RAILFK8SF1,RATEFI, K3SF2,RATEF2, I 	 U X Z 
/ KBSF3,RATEF3,SC23 / 	 U x z 
..,,..... . ... .... ............ °...... ..... U X z 
I---ILTHIS'I------ FL AG SETT IN G.IND. ICATE S A. .. 3 . . . . . . . . .. -'. . . .. . . . . . .	 . . .. .. . . _ x .
.
 
I [NON-MATCH 3 	 U X Z

. I.. ,.... .... . .. . .. . ....	 _
. .. .... . ... 




:NOMTCH .: I U 	 X 2Z


.......... .. .. .. . . . . ........ .... .. . . .. .. . ....... . .. .... . . : . . . .... 	 U x Z
 
U X ZU x 2 
2 
U X 2 
6010O92-----------------------------------------------------------------------------V 
 
0< .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .0.. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . X 2 

--- ............. .I..................... 	 x z...


I-C*** SEARCH FOR ALPHANUMERIC 2 ". -x ­
£01SC 8Th4N FILE AND TAPE ON 2"5II [FORMAT 23 *** 2 	 x Z 
I x Z 
\. .......... ° , . ....... . .°, ,IU Xx, ZIFRATEF2 .EO. .) TO 92 )----------------------------------------------------------- V z 
I'. . . . . . . . .. . ................ ........ 	 ... . . 2 

I FALSE .	 X 2 
IJRITE(2S.A17)FIILEFNANNCAPEHALN

U~Catc nr, I~r VFOR A C~ 3 	 Ii X 
<IFIFILE °E0. TAPE2)GO TO 15--------------------------------------- x z


.................................................... U x z
I LU X Z 
I -- CA 
......................................... l u A 4


I U x z 
. I---C THIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES A 2 . U X Z U X Z
I [NON-MATCH 2 
I U X Z 
I U X Z 
...................... ..................... .U x z 
NCNTCH' =1 U ( Z. 
U X( Z 
.... .. ... .. . .. . .. . .. . ...................... . . . . . . . . . -.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..0 , - Z
I U x z 
--
O---. ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ----------------------------------------------------------------~x 
--------- ( -z.­
-
.. . . 
. . ... X - Z -­





I- SE OR RATE*DISC, 3 II [BT16N FILL ANSHTPE 4** xX Z 




IF(ATEF2 .E. RATEZ)CO TO 18 >---------------------------------------------------------C0 .


............. .. ........................ U.
I FALSE U X Z 
I U X Z 
~- RI$' @$tl@$$ t# $ t$9*e/----------. I . .. ... . .... . .... gU X  . . ..
@ t .. . .. . . . .. .. ..... .. ........
 
/ ARITE(25S,617FILEFNOMN,CODEHALN, / U X Z


/ KBSFIRATEF.KBSF1,RATEFI, KBSF2,RATEF2, / U X Z 
I KBSF3,RATLF3,SC2 U x Z 
... .......................................................................... U -x- 2---

I U x Z 
I---C THIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES A 3 U X Z 
[NON-MATCH 3 U X Z I U x z 
U K 
SNoMTCH 1 :U X z 
.... ............. . . . . . .$z., ........................ .. .. ........ .


.... ... ... ... xU0


......... ......... ................................. U - x z
I ,U K 2 O<-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 K 7 






. . .. . .. . ...... . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. 
. . .
 I XK Z 
. I---t ****** SEARCH FOR NOMEN. DISC. 3 X Z 




- 9 - 9t , h 99/l * t*t **9S * 99~* 9 I\ TRUE .. ... K z-IF(FNOMN .EQ. TNON2)GO To 92 )---------------------------------------------------------------v z


I FALSE K 7


...................... ...... ..... .. ....... z 
I K 2 
4RITE(25617.FILEFNOENCRDEHALN. / x Z 






I x Z 
_-1....... FLAG ----- ........................... ..... .-.z.X
I---I THIS SETTING-INDICATE-A Z-----.

X Z
I [NON-MATCH 3 X Z 
I K 7 
I 
. .. . ... ... ... ....




. . . . L 
I , c0<----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ------ 0 -






***,,4 TO SEE JF TAPE-
C--- OMPARE 

I IS GREATER THA FCRMA 2 **f 3** Z 
I 7 
/'. ' , ' ' ,' ''''''' \ TRUE Z 
- __. _ . C IF((IIMLT6 .GT. 	 KMMLF) .OR. ((KMMLT6 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 5 _ 
tMHFJ .AND. OE. .IIt*LF1)	 0
(IMLT .GE. ) > 
< G0T02 > 	 x 7


..................... ............................ .X 	 .


I FALSE 	 X Z


I--- *,** READ FORMAT 32 DATA 2-x 	 Z 
I EFROM TAPE S44**4 3 	 X ZI X 2 
O< -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - 0 X Z --­
[ 193 I U X Z 










I 	 U 
...............	
RLT7




/.. ................... ................../ U X Z


I U X Z


I U X Z 
I READ(3C,102)TAPE3,KBS3,RATE3,TNOHN3 / U X Z 
/........................................./ 	 U X Z


I 	 U 	 x Z


.-..... 	 I---C ********' COMPARE NUMEPIC PART 3 -... .....- U X Z 
I [OF MML NO. STIN REO'T AND TAPE *3 U X Z 
C****U 	 )C z
I 	 U 	 X Z 
I 	 ------------ U 	 0X 7
-. .. O< ------------------------------------------------------------------------­
--	
2332 
CON O...E .. ... . .. .		 U . 
u z 
..... .................. ............. 
......
I 	 U z 
U 2 
..... 	 IFCKMLF .GT.  KMMLT6)GO T 19. .. ------- ..-----------------------------------A z -
.. ... .<IF  M F  H L )  .  . . >..... 	 m..... m...... . . ........................... U Z
 
I FALSE U Z 
I IU U 7Z
/....... ....... ........ TRUE U z 
< IFCKMMLF .LT. KIMLT6)GO TO 300 ------------------------------------------------------------0 7 
.........................................I 	 U X z


. . . ....... . . . . .. 1 FA LS E ... ... . . .... . . .. .. . .. .... . ..		 U . X - Z


I 	 U 	 X ZI 	 U 	 X Z 
/... ... ... s ........ I9,9 , , \ TRUE 	 U X Z
.... *..9 
 





I FALSE X Z 
I x 7T 	 Y 7 
It r LF LT. K MLI U IV 5 - - - - - -.........


. .. . .. . . ...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
. .. . . . . . FA S . . . . X 
.... I FALSE - -
I 
I 	 x/,, ,,,,e ,,,ees,,X 
- . 




O- -------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
 
E 3002 1 	 U 
............... .... 	 U 
 
-..----.-..-.-.... ... ....................... .............. . .	 ... -	 . . . ...... U .. 
n .m . 	 ..
 
I 	 U 
 
I---E ****** MASTER MEASUREMENT 3 	 U 
I INUt ER IS MISSING FROM TAPE 32 *3 u 




I 	 U 
/ C* * C 9 CV * ICI*I* ** I - CI-I q II -I-I\ TRUE 	 U 
---- -IF(RATEF3 .EQ. UO0O)GO TO0 93 ... >---------------- ------------------------ ----------- --------­
................................................................ .		 U X


FALSE 	 U X 
U X 
U .X 
I WRITE(25,617)FILE,FNOMNCODE,HALN, / 	 U X/ X8SFfIRATTEFF / 	 U 
KBSF1,RATEF1, XaSF2,RATEF2, 	 X
 
....... / KBSF3,RATEF3,SC32 - . .....................		 U X 
 
/........................................../ 	 U x 
 
I 	 U X 
 
I---E THIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES A 3 	 U X 
 
... . . ...	. . .. . .. . ....I - NO N-MATCH ...... . ... . ...... 3.. . .- . .. .. . .. . . .... . . . U -
 x 
I U X 
U xU X 
... ................. . . NoMTC . ... . . . .. . . ... U X
•U . X( 
 
I U x 
 
I 	 U x 
 





- - G ------O< -----------------------------------------------------------------------------0
 x 
 





SEARCH [*** ALPHANUMERIC 2 
OR 	 X
 
.......... .. . . . . . . . . .I COISC B TWN F I E AN D TAP E ON 3 . ... ... .. X 
I [FORMAT 32 * 2 x 
I X 
I 	 x 
-------.............../C *t1~ebteeet~ * tee~tee TRUE------ . X 
(IFCRATEF3 E.EO .0200 TO 93-------------------------------------------- ------------------------ v /
.........................................................................
 
I FALSE 	 X 
 
/ F E I TATI 	 Tz.................................... 0 X X 
 
< IF(FILE .EQ. TAPE3)0 TO '0 --------------------------------------------------------- 0 x

























































































































U X Z 
/ WRITE(2S,617)FILE FNOMN.CODE-ALN, / U X Z 
/ KESFRATEFKBSFIRA EFi, XF2 RATEF,2 U X Z 
I KBSF3SRATEF3,SC3 / U x Z U - x Z 
........ ... ... ............................................... 
 U x 
I--- THIS F AG SETTING INDICATES A U X z 
I NON-MATCH , U X Z 
I 
I 	 U x Z


NOMTCH = 1 	 U X z .­.... ... .... e .... , e 	 . . 










C 403 I x Z


.................. . ..... ..- - x ­






... ...... .... . .I---[ ****** SEARCH FOR RATE DISC. ... . ... 




/$,.. . ,., TRUE- . ......... . .... .. ... . ......- x 2


IFCRATEF3 .EQ. RATEZ)GO TO 33 >---------------------------------------- ---------- 0


......................... .. 	 --





... ... . .. .. .	 ... ... 	 . .... ... .. u x z . 
I 	 U X Z


/ WRITEIZS617)FILEF,NOMN,CoDEHALN, / U X Z 
./ KBSFRATEF KSSFIRATEFI, KBSF2,RATEF2, /...............................-U--- X Z 
/BSF3,RATEFASC2 / U X Z 
......................................../ U X z 
I U X 2 
......-............ 	 I---E THIS FLAG SETTING INDICATES A 2 ............................. U. X -Z 
I CNON-NATCH 3 U x z 
I U x Z 
I U x Z 
................................... 
 
. . .-.. U 	 x .. Z.--. 
NOMTCH 	 U X Z










.................. ." "IX ... 	 x3 Z

"C 332 I 	 x zF 
..... .. .. : I e I IJ o e I e ee I J ~ ie j e ~ ~ eI O . ..... ........ .... ....... .... ..... 	 K - i
..... ...... 	 X
 
--- ***** SEARSH FOR NOMEN. DISC. 2 
I CBTWN FILE AN8 TAPE 3] x Z 
. . . . . .I . . .-.. 	 x z I 
x zI 
 
...... TRUE 	 X 2
...... I ..................  

< IF(FNOMN .EQ. TNOMN3)CO TO 93 > .------------------------------------------------------------V Z


. ...................................... . I ...... X ..-Z---
I FALSE X Z 
I 	 X Z


I 	 X Z
ot 	 . . . . . x-jP l 	 . . . . . . .1. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. --------.. . .. .... . .. 	 .... 	 ....
 
/ RITEI25S617)FILEIFtOMNCODEHAYNy / X Z


/ K8SF,RATEFKBSFI,RATEFIl, S F2,RA EF2 Z


/ XBSF3,RATEF3,SC4 / z


. . .. .. . .. ... . . . . .


I -- L THI tLAb " I INb INUiLA ltb A . A t 
I' INO NMATICH 2. X Z 









0< -o z 
E 933 I Z 
. ................... . .-. ... .-.................. ... 	 Z
SCONTINUE 	 2 ] 
• I 	 z 
.... . .. . . ... .... .... .. ..... ... ... 	 . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . ... . . .. . .. . --­

_________________--.. ...- --- rI ******** MATCHES FOR*FnPMAT 21-J-----.---------------------------- _-
I [AND 22 AND 23 ANO 32 * 3 Z 
I Z 
I---C CHECKING FOR NON-PRINTING MATC 3 	 Z 
I 	 ]Z
/ ~TRUE 	 2 
C IN NO'MTC .Q1iGO TO 1--------------------------------------------------------------A









I---E INCREMENTING LINE COUNT 3 	 2 
I 	 z 
Z
KLI KLINE .............. 
 
.........../ WRITE(6,617)FILEFNOMN,CoDE.HALN,KBSF, I........................ . .Z ­
/ TRATEFKBSFlRATEFI, KBSF2,RATEF2,KBSF3, /Z/ RATEF, SC1 / 	 1 
......................................... 	 2 
2-I 
I ---C 617 FORMAT (IX,A9,iX,SA6 A4 IX, 2 ...-	 .[A1,1X,3A6,A4,2X,4(I11,1x F+ 3X)2 Z 
C 1 18X,A6) I Z 
-. ~ -.- - -- -I- . . . . I -Ed-. PAGE COUNT - ADVANCING- - - - - - - --. Z " 
1. ETO THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE 3 	 Z 
Ni I 2 
/.... . . . . .... TRUE . ... .. . . . ... . . . . . . ­
< IF(KLINE .LT. XSTOP) GO TO 957 ) ------------------------------------------------------------0 Z


. ............................................................... 	 X Z


I FALSE 	 X

I 	 x 2


/*... . .. ... ...... .. 9*......... t.... FALSE 	 z








I TRUE I 	 X Z


I . I 	 X Z


-------- --. ........... . ... ......... .. I 	 -
SKSTCP =54 . IX - --
I I X 2 
........................... .... .... l .......- E IN T A I I G I E C UT........ I .. . . . . .. .. . ... .... . X ,_Z
 

I I X Z 
I - ..E.I.........NG LINE COUNT.........I X Z 
I I 	 X Z 
y 7 
x z 
.... ...... x z 
X Zk "'. 
WRITE(6,701) / X Z 




--- 7C I -NA-1 x. .... 
E(,0





RIt~t'.E (6 10 ,* x*** z C 9572 
o TO -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
. ................... / -

I -
I--- ******.**** DUMPING NON- 3
I IMATCHING VARIABLES ************ .... . .... . 
I E***** 2 




WP;ITE (6,7I) / 
.. .. .... ... .. .. ...................-....- .- - - .- - - . . - - -

END FILE 25 /






/..............,, , .. ............. I


. RfITE (6 , 0 0 ._.-__ .- I/ . --
I 
I ---E 700 FORMAT(//9X,'NON MATCHING 3 
....................
- - ..






.. ... / E 6 1O~I. -. --.........
 ............
I I . ............ ........................................

I 




INCRE-EN-I-G - NON 0- I----< ------------- ----LINE COUNT.,FOR ..... ......... 
 .--

I . .ATCHES 2


..... 801 I.... ............................. .-.


KL.. . .:' f




- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -










/ RITELf,b17) ILEFCOMNCOOEHALkKbSF, /Z 
/ATEF KSF1,RATEFI, KBSF2,RATEF2KBSF3" I Zz " 









- ADVANCING3I---C ******* 	 PAGE COUNT 	 Z 
I LTO THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE 3 Z 
I Z 
I 	 z 
, ........ 	 ...... \ TRUE 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Z
<.. 	 F(KLINE2 .LT. XSTOPZ) GO TO 958 >X-- - - - - - - - - - - - --- -









........ . TR E 	 -... . . 
..... 	 . ......
 ­ x z 
.. . .................................. 
 
I 	 x Z 
ZI
---C INITIALIZING LINE COUNT 




.. I , 	 x Z 
S................ .1.' ................. 	 x 2


...... 	 . x z............................................. 
 
C ,LINE2 ,*X Z 









.. ...... .. . I*.. . .
. . . . . .	 	 . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . ..Ox- Iz - -­.. 

x 2WRITE (6.1O) , 	 x Z 
........... 
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